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PREFACE

'

The College of Education at the University of Oregon .is.pIeased

to offer this printed proceedings of its FourthAnnual Summer conference--

Education fox' the Gifted: Patterns for the Ftiture held at. the Hilton

Hotel and Convention Center in .Euge6e, Oregon,. July 25 -27, 1983,
7 -

The authors of.these papers were. invited to make presentations at

this conference because of their acknowledged schelarly'or professicnal

competence in the,education of. gifted and talented students. The &Indings,

views, or opinions expressed bythose authors,.however, are entirely their.

own and do,not necessarily represent'those of the College of Educatiowor

tire University of Oregon.
.

For the .reader's ease of reference, the presenters were asked t6 6511-16Vi

a. uniform style for organization and layout of their papers. To meet our

publication deadline andcontrol printing dots, the papers are presented
. .

exactly asthey were received; not even the pagination was changed: While

all,themajor presenters Submitted*papers for "inclusion .in the published

proceedings, some of the special.interest Session,presenters were unable to

make the printing deadline, so their papers were not included,.

AdditiOnal.copies of the proceedings may be obtained by sending $5.00

(prepaid or puechase.6rder) to Summer.Conferentes, Office of the Dean,

A

College of Education:, University of Oregon; Eugene, Oregon 97403. Checks

shoui'd be made payable to Summer Conferences.
4

Fay B. Haisley
CM-1r
'Corifeedce Program Committee
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Finding Intellectually Talented Youths

and Helping Them Educationally

Julian C. Stanley Directoi
.1.,

'Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY)

The.Johns HopkinSUhiversity

' Baltimore, Maryland 21218*

My interest cn.generar intelleCtual.talent was kindled by a course in tests,

and measurements at the University of Geoisieduring the summer:of 1938. At
P.,

that time I was'a barely 20- year -old veteran of'a year of teaching In as nearly
- ft

a blackboard-jungle high sChoql as Atlanta could provide. .Much of that summer

course consisted of the students' taking a number of intelligence tests, notably

the Otis, Toops' Ohio State Univeisity Psychological Test, and the 1-141er-Group

Test, one-third of which latergrew to become the Miller Analogies Test. For a

year or so I ad isterea the Otis to everyone who couldste persuaded to take it,
,

-

including my students, my parents, my girl friends, and my sister's boy friends.

I even went on to administer a standardized chemistry achievement, test to my high

. -

school'
A
chetistry class. Ihia testing was heady experience, but other concerns

such as the coming world war took over. Not until:1958 did my interest in
4

gifted children resurface,..but then it gaVe way 0. a Fulbright year abroad

devoted to test theory., 4i-we snail see later, efforts on behalf of
r , ;

intellectually talented'youth began in /9,71-.. Before discussing them,. however, we .

. 7%

need a brief review of the.Origins ofthe gifted-child vement.

Terman-Starts the Gifted-Child Movement

In 1921 in California, systematic seeking for large-numbers of intellectually

talented youths 1:,gan with Terman'ssomewhat unfortunately titledenetic.Studies

o

*Editorial assistance Was.proviaed by Barbara S. K. Stanley and Camilla Perssbn

Benbow Parts'.of.this paperappeared in somewhat different form' in'Julian C. Stanley,
Ident fiCatior0,tellectualtalent, in WilliamB. Schrader (Ed'.), '16asureMent,
ida &,.And:ProgramiMproVement,JosSey7BasS,-:San Fraficisco,1982,pp;A7710,..9.
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of Genius. His 1528 school-age subjects, born on the average in 1910; are less 1
. .

numerous today, bu s recently as 1972 the Furvivorr were still being fdllowed.

From this classic descriptive longitudinal study has come empirical refutation of

most myths about intellectuaily talented youths.. They do not tend to die early,

peter out, burn out, become neurotic or psychotic, or fail,in their professional

and personal lives.

'AlthoUgh.the extent and (panty ofthe contributiOns of Termanlb "geniuses"

(or Termites, as some preferred to call themselves).are still being debated, even

in the 1960 "Survey their vocational achievdmentswera impressive. While the
\s. /

group averaged only 50 years of age, according to °den .(1968) "Three men had been

, elected to the National Academy oSciences and two to the American Philosophical

Society. Forty -six] are included-in . . . Who's/ Who in America, 10 in The
1

Dictionary of Anerican Scholars, and 81 in American Men of Science. . . Some

..2500 articles and papers and-more than 206 boqks and monographsin the sciences,

arts, and humanities have been publighed and at least 350..patents granted.

Miscellaneous articles (technical,,_ travel, hobby, etc..) fiumber around 350. .Other
.5, .

. :=
.. -. .1 .

-publications include close. to 400 short stories, 55 essays and critiques, and a,
. 4

.

'40/
small amount of portry and several musical compositions. Not included in the

foregoingaccOuntarg'the prOfessional'output aOf itors.andjournalists or.
,

the
'

`\..,
'.-.

many radio, TVand motion picture-scripts-that -hav6-been-authored." \
. NN. _ ..

The persistent reporting of -findings in four volumeS,a monograph, And a
,,:

. .

i

1

number of aiticlest did much to quell.the worst fears ofthe uninformed.or.

prejudiced. Being almost solely a non-manipulative study of the gifted child in

his or her native habitat, however, this great work had little to say, except

1
The chief publications thus far are Terman et al. 9925), Cox (1926), Burks,

Stoddard, and, Terman (1930), Terman and Oden (1947, 1959), Oden (1968), P. Sears

.and Barbee (1977), and R. Sears (1977).
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incidentally,, about educational facilitation of high-IQ students. Also.
0

because.cauring those ear17,, days Terman dealt. primarily with a.globel"measure

of jntellectual ability, h old us,little'about specific inteJjectual talents

and how they mighee useful educationally. This led teachers to group children-

1 ..

for instruction in'many school subjects by IQ, rather than on'the basis of what-
,-

ever combiftAtion of'abilities best predicted success in a giJen course. That may

9
explain a considerable part of the failure of homogeneous grouping, ability

grouping, arid-estreaming. For example; grouping"on IQ reduces the variability

of mathematical reasoning ability within the group far.less than grouping on

mathematical reasoning ability itself does.

Others Give th.e.Movement Momentum

Concurrently with Terman, but at Teachers College of-eoluMbia University. in It

New York rather than Stanford University Across the country, Hollingworth'(1942)

both identified and facilitated educationally a considerable number of extremely

h1gh -IQ children. Terman worked for the most part\from IQ 140 up,whereas

Hollingworth preferred at least 180.- Her methods were less survey-like and more

personal than his. Despite her untimely death in .1939 at age 53, she has had a

continuing impact do the education of the gifted., Her emiohases on special schools
4(

for them and-moderate education41 aceeleration affectedthe'New York City area,

'especially during the 1920's and 1930's,.and quite a feW other large. Cities. Like

Terman )(owever, she emPhaSized the single-scoreBinet-type IQ for.identifica4on

and educational placement.

A third towering figure was Pressey-(1949). He-and others sought freedom fo7.1

intellectually able youths to traverse the aChool system froM.kindergarten through

--graduate school faster than the usual: age -in -grade Carnegie-Unit lock step

permitted. Going beyond: Terman and Holling4oith, Prebsey shawls' that the-Presumed

evilS-of educational acceleration were about as imaginary as had been those

alleged for halting a high N.
,9



Many others have
F.

from Calton (1869) po

worked on, some aspect:a,

the present, but during

4.

great intellectual ability,

the/50 years from 1921 until 1971

TermaeS research-oriented talent search remaine&virtually unique. It did,
4

however, inspire a number of states notably, California --to search systematically

for high-IQ youth's and providethem some special proVisions, chiefly a modelt
.

.°

degree of.educational'enrichment rather thin' acceleration.

SMPY Begins

In 1971 a fortunate combination of eNoltrs led .to my securing a generous grant

from the newly formeeSpencer Foundat4on of:ChiCago. This provided a deCade of

supports stincontinuing, for ever-growing talent searches, among junior. high

school students. Unlike Terman's, however;othese searches were conceived from

the start as a means
!

of filding yduths Nth special talents who could be helped

to move Ahead better and faster educationally. Terman and Pressey had provided
0 ,

..
powerful ammunition against most of the worst stereotypes; Strong, dee'imined

educational facilitation wag needed.- It is not possible, however,to faCilitate

unknown or imprecisely ideiitified youths. Efficient searching was clearly th

initial step, necessary but not in itself sufficient..

The fiest_search was conducted in March_of 1972 with 450 seventh - and

eighth-graders, chieflinfrOM the Baltimore area. (Stanley, Keating, and Fox,

1974). By January of 1982 the ninth (search: involved nearp 161000 seventh-graders
:

from sixsix Middle Atlantic. states and the District of Columbia, plus some 22,000

students in the Southeast and'West under the auspices of Duke University and

Aiizona State.University, respec%vely. During the school year 1982-834all.

states an the U.S.A. were firmly in the talent-search network. They were also

canvassed for ultra-high-level talent. The searchingchas grown large and

complicated, but effeciive because of the accumu1ation of relevant experience

during the decade. As might be expected, facilitation efforts have also been

expanded gregtly? 10
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From the start; the primary,identifying instruTent used'by my Study of

. Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) was.the-College Board's Scholastic
A. J',.,

2% '' Ili,Aptitude Test (SAT); At first chfefly.the'Mathematicarpart(SAT-M) was
., .

-..
1 ..

. . .administered? because SMPY wanted mainly to'findand help yopng students who

-reason extremely well. mathematically.' Soon,'however; values.ofthe verbal
.

u`part (SAT-V) became apparent.. Searches from the seventb,oin 1980, pnward are '
a

As much for verbal reading and reasoning ability. as fk.mathematical reasoning

ability. Even the Test of Stadard Written English (TSWE) has proved Useful,

for determining readinesS for foreign-language and writing courses:

Fears that youths 11-13,Yeara old would find the LSAT too. difficult have not
se.

- , vproventrue, probably :mainly. because we restrict participagia'4 litthe.falent
"- : ' .

search to persons who oR achievement=test batiefie-adanistered by their schools
. .

score in the top a percent of their age group verbally; mathematically, or pver-
r...

.

r
4,,

.' .. r ..
,

all ThuS only abodt 1 in4, 0 seventh-graders or youths in higher grades who are
. .

not yet 43 years old's:pia-iffy for the talentsearch.. The more able of these
.

. ,
. -%tad to be,rhe uaones who actllY take the SAT;,so forkthe most part the

,

Johns

Hopkins Center for the Advahcement of AcademicalliTafented Youth,(CTY ), which now_

-
. . . ..conducts talent searches from Virginia to Maine; dels with' the top 1 in-30.or

,

.-.

6

so youths. Interest foduses on those who score at least 500 oa SAT-M at'430.on
,a.

SAT-V. By coMparison, the, average college-bound twelfth-grade male'scbreS 493
. ,

and 431, respectively. To dothat well five years earlier than theie high-schooI

seniors represents considerable intellectual precocity ands -other factors being
. .

4,favorable, potefttiality for accelerating one's progress in relevant school-subjeis.
.r

Boa do eligibleatuden:s learn of CTY's annual talent.searCh? .Full explada
.

.":". s.

tot31:aterials concerning it are sent each fall to several different' ilk,.
,

.4
- 4).

.41;
1.i

.

severy public,- parodhial, and independent school in the region from Virginia to.- ,
.a . .

. ..-Maine that has a Seventh grade. Also, extens ive news coverage is sought in this

,. ,. 1.1.



geographical area.
//

The, 'student need learn from his or her-kchool only about

the required upper-3% score on a relevant pait of an 3n- school achieveMentiest-

battery. The.eligibe student then registers directly wiih.c)ri, which in

' -.-. . - ,,, .. ,

sends information about ,preparin Oo bake the SATin,January, as well assin,

other material.
. ,

.: .
t.

-. .

Scores fromj.hd Jandary SAT.testing come to CTY via its code number,
41:

turn

much

at

(usually, mid- to late February) information concerning summer"programs
. -

.

is sdht to all the examinees whose SAT score(s) qualify them for such fast-paced

academically orientecrexperiences. For example, of the-15,479 participants in,
y.

CTY's.January of 1983 talent search, about 10 percent scored high enough on

SAT-M to become eligible to attend the

mathematics,' biology, chemistry, physics,
concentrated three--4week residential summer

computer science, or quantitative economics'
prpgram...

The-",700-800M Before.Age..13" Group

In the fall, of 1980 SMPY started a national search for youths-who score ap

least700 qp SAT-M before their

bound twelfth -grade maleS score

thirteenth birtliday:.Only:5 percent of college

that high. ,We estimate that at a given' tie

only 500-persons in the entire country do that well before age13,-making them

in the top 1 in_apirtoximately'7000 of their, age group. One seventieth of 1 percent
,

.mathematical.reasoning ability holds-6romise of stellar academic performance,'.

. .

especially in the.mathematical 'and physical sciences-and engineering, all the

way through tile Ph.D. degree at a'- top -level university. This precious natural
.f

resource was seldom discovered'before we went looking explicitly for it. In

;

the words of Thomas Gray's "Elegy, Written in a Country Churchyard;" most youths of

this quintitative'caliber were "born to blush unseen, and waste their sweetness

on the desert air:' of elementary and junior high schools. At age 12 or-13 many

of them could dispose of the four-and-one-half-ycai precalculus sequence

from first-year algebra through analytic geometry, well in three intensive summer

7.2
ready to take twelfth -grade Lev BC,AdvanceiPlacement Program,weeks. Thus they are
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calculus when justeighth-graaersrather than Algebra 1 in the eighOror

ninth grade. How much boredom and wasteful time-serving they were spared by.
1

. .. -

,. . -...

.

.
beidg identified objectively by means of a Well-known,' secure instrument, SAP!

,
.

, .
.

From..November\of 1980 through Jantiary of :1983 SMPY fdund about 250

"700-800M Before Age 13" youths. These came through CTy's Jahuary.of 1981,
\'

.

1982,'and 1983 talent searches, Arizona State University's Project for the
. A

Stuay:of,Acadenic Ptecocity, Northwestern .University's Midwest Talent Search,

Duke University'a:Thlent,Identification Program (2 were repprted to us in 1981),

and SMPY's national publicity, chiefly in newspapers. As a response ofthe

4
estimated 1250 population of such,youths in that period this was' gratifying.

Even though some of the first 164 were found'too.late for admission to the 1981-
./

and'1982 summtfr program's conducted by Johns Hopkins, Duke, and Arizona State,

and despite the:fact that several of them were.already full time college students- ,7

and therefore not in need of those clasAgs, about half of the group attended at--

least one residential three-week summe session and quite d few attended two,

three, Or even four sessions. SMPY continues ita.co itac ts with these, remarkable.

young students as they strive

with the curricula of

United States.

to integrate their summer eduCation'al_accomplishments

the schools (mostly public ones) they attend across theme

This sPecial search for youths Who reason extremely well MatheMatically'is

conducted simply. Any interested youth may 'secure from a Seniorhigh-school

copy, of the official SAT practice booklet; entitled "Taking the SAT," study it,

take the test, and if the score on SATLM before his or her 13thbirihday is at

least 700, send a copy of the score report to SMPY, Department of Psychology,

The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218 (telephone 301-338-7087).

An examinee may qualify up to age 13'years and 10 months with an'800; for every

month or fraction of a month past the thirteenth birthday, 10 more points on SAT.

13



are required. For example, tat 13. years and barely 3 months 730, or more is

needed. Obviously, we are'estimating that juSt prior to his or her thirteenth

birthday the score would halie been at least 700. This approximate, probably-

conservative procedure is needed because the SAT is not offered every month of

the year, with an'especially large hiatus during the summer and early fall.

Thee"630-800V Before Age 13" Group

ay has launched a similar seazch for verbal -SUperstars, those. who.befor

age 13 score at least 630 on SAT-V (630 - is the. 95th percentile of college-bound

twelfth-grade males). StUdents may qualify, with a score of 800, even as old as

14 years and 5 months: 10 points beyond.630 for each month or fraction of a

month after the .thirteenth birthday.- Score reports at that level should be

sent to CTY, 305':iLatrobe Hall, The Johns Hopkins University, BaltiMore Maryland

21218 (telephone 301338-8427).

4 Sex Ratios

Even though extremely able mathematical reasoners are sought constantly across

the country in many ways, the sex ratio for SAT-M scores of 700-800 before age 13

is apprOiimately 15 boys for each girl found. For scores.60Q-800 the ratio is.

4to J. For 500-800 it is 2 to 1. This ilex imbalance is well established for the
j

sixty-five thousand youths in
1

Our 10 talent searches thus far, but we do. not

know why it occurs.
0A.

Sex differences in mathematical reasoning ability as ascertained from SAT-M
,4

and similar \tests are large enough to be important. In out"cpinion, they merit

sound study to ascertain why they occur and what implicationstthei might have

, .

for amelioratiOn'and'instruction. It serves no useful purpOse to deny the
41' ,

existence of such differenceS. The "what's" are rather-clear, but-of course the

14



"Whys" are not. Talent searches such as those

9.

described here provide excellent

opportunities for much-needed research'.
2

YOuths Who ReaSon Extremely Well Mechanically
//

As I, have discussed elsewhere (Stanley, 1977), SAT-M was a virtually ideal.
,/

Instrument foe-the Study,of Mathematically Precocious Youth in its formative

stages. Young studentawho reasoned extremely well, mathematically were found
0

and then studied further in many waysZ -SAT -M, SAT-V, and TSWE contiLe to

serve SMPY's and CTY's initial identification needs well. For finding more

varieties of intellectual tale/a, however, a comprehensive aptitude-test battery

might'be developed by the College Board for use,in-the early years of junior

high or middle schools. This-might be,administered to the intellectually ablest

5-10% of the age group in a search for persons highly apt in one or more of at

least half aAozen-valuabie-intellectual ways. Business,
-------

fessionweed more than\mathematical and verbal reasoning

of:the mechanics of English expression.

industry, and the pro-

ability and knowledge

For example, most of the nation's schools give little attention to the
; '

need for skilled maintainers of technical hardware whose excellence inomeChaniCal

reasoning,. nonverbal reasoning; and spatial relationships has been utilized from.

the early years to make them highly proficient. .Seldom do educators_even_know

who the young students scoring extremely well in these respects are, or care

much about their special abilities if they dO: Many potentially splendid re-

Pairers of copying machines, computers, electric typewriters and wOrdProcessorS,

a

Some other reports of SMPY'S and.CTY a research, deVelopment,and service are

Keating (1976), Stanley, George', and Solano (1977, 1978), George,-Cohn, and Stanley.

(1979), Fox, Brody, and Tobin., (1980), Benbow and Stanley (in press), Benbow and.,
i .

Stanley (1980, 1981), Bartkovich 'and MeZynSki (1981), Mezynski and Stanley'(1980),

rBartkovich and George-(1980),

and. George (1979).--

F6x and Durden (1982), Solano (1979), Stanley 11979,



. television
/electronic

persons/ or

10.

sets,

musical instiuments A3lumbing, and automobiles become.routine.service

mediocre

ti

engineers, instead. Often, pupils. who perform Poorly. in

academIC subjects are shunted'tO the semi - skilled or skilled trades by default,

rather than because they have, the requisite aptitudes fdr them.

toward alleviating th:,s unfortunate situation is to call attention to.the large

The first step

pool of mechanical, spatial, and, nonverbal reasoning ability. This could"prob-

ablYbe accomplishdd best by a comprehensive national talent search at the
-

upper elementary Or junior high school level.' We at SMPY andCTY are devising
.

0

ways to start that search.

n.

Iden

The Dire Need for Longitudinal Teaching Teams

ing intellectual talent objectively is the necessary condition, but

hardly suffi ient. As some wag quipped, "You can't major in IQ." Another said,

"With.); gh IQ and fifty cents you can buy a cup of coffee." 'Mental poten7s

tia y is merely an aid to learning. The quality and extent of learning

pend greatly on educational opportunities available to the would-be learner.

In turn, such opportunities arise from the adaptability of school 4ystems to

the natieties.aad levels of intellectual talent they are meant to serVe. Therein

lies a serious problem that can,be.illustratedgbY quoting frsz Stanley (1980):

While-high ly,-successful,-SMPYle-various-ciducatiOnally facilitative)

procedures.occur only, because the age-in-grade, Carnegie-7unit lockstep

of schools, both public and private makes such heroie. measures'essen-

tier. If schools were' organized'differently, SMPY would not have been

.

necessary- -nor,, indeed, would the present special:proviSions for most

slow learners. In my opinion, age-grading for instruction in:academic

\ -
school subjects has crept insidiously upon. us as we hale moved from tu-

torial instruction and the one-room schoolhouse to the current situation.

It needs to be TeVersed. But, regrettably, that will not be done easily

or quickly.

16
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.4
My riroposal in the area of mathematic'S is for a longitudinal teach-

ingteam that spans kindergarten through the 12th grade in d'school

system. Working from a mathematics. learning 'center,:the various members .'.

of this'teaM would-be responsible' for meeting all the mathematics need,

of all the students in the school system. The buckc would stop with them.

Every student would be helped to meet clearly stated, rather substantial

criteria of mathematical competence. A.few students would accomplish
0

these early, perhaps by age 8;.a few others would have to work 'harduntil-

age 13 or so in order to attain the minima. Somesiudentewould proceed

far beyond the minimum essentials; others would stop with them and devote

k .

their effOrts thereafter to other'subject matter:.

.

Much of-the.instruction might still be in groups, but not age7graded

ones. Attaining leirels of achievement instead cif,A,°s, C,. grades would

be stressed. All members of the longitudinal matheinatics team would have
.

to be highly.competent,.but some.would specialize in helping SloW learners:

and others in helping fast- moving students.

Obviously, this longitudinal-teachingteamS model could be applied

.7 o Other, subject matter areas such as language arts,. social studies,7
science, and.foreign.langUages,. There might also be similar teams for

the fine arts, music, drama, physical education, and social and emotional

development. Attention to individual dffferences both within-areas and

across areas, would be increased vastly,
ti

I should certainly like to see a sizable public school system pioneer

this project-for at least 25 years. Because of problems that one can

,readily -anticipate.and many that one cennot,almost certainly this would

be extremely difficult: ;I believe strongly, ho '&ever, that some such plan

is our only hope for the educational future of America's youths. All- -

else will be sorry stop-gaps.
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_SUCCEEDING WITH YOUR SCHOOL:
, ADVOCACYFOR.GIFTED CHILDREN

Jeri Deckard

Programs 1or -gifted children are :often initiatecr-and. budget-
arily maintained through parental'involvement and.arent
_SuppoTt'groups. ,

Where Do We Begin
.r

dregbri AssociatiOn for Talented.and Gifted ihrough(it's Parent-:.
To-Parent Divisipnis developing parent support chifirers through-.
out the State of Oregon. These chapters, compOsed ofl.parents;,'
educators; administrators and involved community memVers,,have
as their goal the initiation or continuation and expansion'of:
prbgrams for talented. and gifted children..

Where Do We, Go From Here

Knowledge and training will Welp'parents become the best
advocates for gifted.children. .Parents needto know what
information to acquire, what their tights are, what the rights
of the child are, how they can actively participate in the
education process, the overall functioning of the schools,
how to create public awareness' and how to influence the.decision
'makers.

'Each Parent-To-Parent Chapter sets goals for its area, provides
leadership and training for its members. PTP has recently
published a handbook for parents entitled.Your Gifted Child:
Masterpiece. In The' Making. This book is intended as a resource
guide for parents both in-terms of Understanding giftedness and
gifted education and in developing skills necessary for working
effectively with the educational system.
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CREATIVITY-THROUGH DANCE

by Gwen Curran
Head Teacher, Magnet Arts School - Director,'Youth Dance Company, Eugene,

Humans have danced since the beginning Of time in celebration
- of life in,all its aspects. As'each tribe developed into a culture,
the education of the young always included both organized and free -

dance experiences. :Only within the,modern western world have we
put more emphasis upon a static, intelldctual style of learning.

.Both the rational and metaphoric minds'must be educated.
The right cerebral hemisphere provideg the inventiveness, creativity
and challenge to conformity needed to grow into a sensitive human
being. Dance, as one of the non-verbal .arts, allows the child to
explore and define the world as he/she moves through that world.
DancEk provides the child with another mode of bringing the parts
together and finding the universal whole.

Dance has three elements that provide the framework for
creating movement experiences: Space, Ilme and Force. Space
can be unlimited mrestricted for the dancer, but.always involves
direction, leVel, range and shape of the mrethent in and through
the space.. The feeling of unlimited space can be felt by the
student dancing alone in a park or playground versus the restrictions
of a classroom with many other dancers. Different motor skills
and space perceptions are necessary to feel comfortable in both
settings. Most young children and beginning. dancers will run and
run through the space with no thought of how they are moving or
what variations are possible. The_dance leader must give them
space problems to discover the variety of possible movements and
the necessity of awareness for both safety and aesthetic reasons.
In a large, open space. ask the dancers to move quickly from one
side of the room to the other. At least 90% of them will run!
Ask them to do it again, but use a different movement. Now the
variations will begin to appear. Through this process of elimination,
the students will discover other ways.of moving through the space
without ydu programming their response. Now you can move to the
exploration oflevels by asking them to move through the space in a
new way and.add going down to the floor at least one time on their
travel across the room. Have the dancers repeat this again before
guiding them to movements which take them off thi floor. Then combine
the three levels, low, middle, high. Have half the group "perform"
for the other half and you have finished your first lesson in the use
of space. Build on this experience in the following dahce periods
by adding changes in direction and range. The repeated use of the
terms "space ", "level", "direction", and "range" will begin.to register
in the dancers' minds and a new vocabulary will be formed. Now the



dir

students reed to deal with the element of force on its continuum
from weak to strong. Using the skills already learned, guide the
children through movements that feel heavy or light, soft or hard,
flowing or jerky. As they become aware of the amount of force
they use to move a hand.or head or the whole body, they will add
a new dimension-to their movement knowledge. *Time, as an element,
is essential in-all the arts, but molt exciting when handled in a
creative way by a skilled dancer. Fast and slow are obvious points
of 'departure for the beginning dancer, but are still. with by
the professional choreographer. ,Understanding of phrasing, addents.pp.
and meters lead the dancer to a deeper awareness of the unXimited
possibilities for dances whichmove with,; through and around musical.
compositions. Dancers should also make their own sound for.dance.
Moving with no sound, the use of hands clapping; feet stamping*or
voice sounds are some of the endless possibilities. Body shapes are
alsaAvital to the dancer and actually combine the first. three. - .elements

as we move across the performance stage. -Isolated body movement
combined 14th stretching, contracting and locomotor.skills lead
the new dancer to carving in space exciting and new shapes.

The elements of dance are learned in a spiral style. The
dancer builds, always,builds on the past experiences and never stops
creating new movements'

Dance techhique is gained through sweat and risk taking. The
dancer must be continually challenged to look for alternatives. Artistic

co

growth does not take place at the plateau of comfort. Growth can
'only happen when we experience discomfort.or stress. Then the spirit
searches for thatsolutIon which will bring harmony to body and mind.

J
)

Dance exploration brings students to an exciting level of
kIrisk-tang-and,thereliy Nto the creative process. All tists use the

creative procesSAceproduce paintings, plays, concertos, or ballets.
\

Whether the artist` works in isolation or in cooperatialigith a group,
the process reffiains-the *same.

1. State the problem.
2.--Select_the materials.
'3. Improvise.
'4. Produce the art piece.
S. tvaluate.

With beginning dancers,,the leader/educator will state the problem,
select the materialso,andiguide the students through the frustrating
iMprovisational peridd to production and critique. With experience,
choreographers will emerge who want to take total control of a dance,
piece. Solo works are more common, but group work can be executed
by beginning choreographers when guidance is provided by the teacher/dalcer.

Dance is an ephemeral art. It is physically demanding for the
stUdent. Quality dance requires constant nurturing and continual practice
for the dancer- who post -possess talent, creativity, skill and
dedication.
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BRAIN RESEARCH AND THE tbUCATION.OF TAG STUDENTS

, Robert Sylwester r-

Professor of Education ,

University of Oregon

a

Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark 'unfathomed caves of ocean bear; 4

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
and waste its sweetness on the desert air. .

(Thomas Gray, "Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard ")

We always.live at the time we live and not at some other time, and
only by .extracting at each present time the full meaning of each
present experience are we prepared for doing the same thing in the
future. Thisis the.otily preparation that, in the long run, amounts-
,to anything:_-.(John DeWey, EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATIO)

Learning is not merely a'process of adding on to previous knowledge,
Rather, it is a dynamic and continpal-mental reorganization that
draws on maturation, prior,experience, and langTge factors in its
search fo4equilibration. (Jean:Tiaget)

Type A Behavior is a chronic, incessant struggle to achieve more
and more in _less and lesS time. It is chara cterized by a free-
floating but extraordinarily Wellationalized'hOstility; by an -

.pverconcern for numbers, quantities,- and tvaluation; and-by an
'insecurity-about status. It often leads to early. coronary illness.
(Meyer' Friedman and Ray Rosenman, TYPE A-BEHAVIOR AND YOUR HEART)

Talented people are really gobd at their specialty. They can do
things in reality that the rest of us can only I) in fantasy, and so
they lend credibility to our fantasies, It's generallylpleasant to
observe talent in others, if we lack itin.an ares that we appreciate.

.Gifted people spend a good part of their life waiting for others to
catch up with their level of understanding of the patterns that
connect seemingly dissimilar things. By the time-others catch up,
the gifted have moved on to another level,-to other interpretations.

, The spark of genius in one generation often becomes commonplace
knowledge in the net

When Isaac Stern comes to town 'for a conc ert, people dress, up and go
out to preconcert dinners with friends. Food and conversation are
followed by two hours of beautiful music, uncommon interpretations,
gof common notes: Post-concert conversations and dancing cap aost
-pleasant evening for many groups of friends -- an evaning sparked
and centered by Isaac Stern's superb playing, but extending well
beyond it. Gifted/talented people directly and indirectly enhance
tR lives7of many others, enriching communities.

I.



Areas of More or Less General Agreement

The human _brain is a curious, exploratory organ that actively
experiekces? interprets, and changes the surrounding environment.
applying models it develops to the reality it perceives.

The brain responds best to novelty and intensity, to intellectual
stimulation appropriate its level of cognitive development.

Its compleZ chemical' /electrical neuraloiecision processing sequence
permits a wide range of cognitive respqnses..-

Its comple. x hierarchical /temporal /back- front /left - right

permits raPid codperative/cdmpetitive interaction-with.itself and.
with .the brains' of other people.

Unconscious aro al and emotional processes.can affect cogniiivp
activity -7 enha -ing/inhibiting creativity, learning, and behavior.
Similarly, .cons cognitive activity can affect 'Unconscious
procesSes. Drugs can affea'conscious/unconscious cognitive activity.

ti
Large amounts of the neocortex are not committed to survival or
immediate body control -- thus allowing for ihecdexelopment of

'culture, art, fantasy, friendshiP, etc.

The brain experiences-a rapid initial growth (during pregnancy and
the first year) of preprogrammed areas committed to biological
'survival and the smooth operation of the hadY and its movements.
It experiences an extended' (childhood-adolescent) rhythmic growth
and integration of connections among areas committed-to the learned
explorations of the inner self,and the external environMent,7---
problem solving and socialization skills.

Stress, arising out of the brain's,miiinterpretation of potentially
threatening environmental chazgeg, isa,major cause of human illnesss.

The range of untapped cognitive abilities is far more
previously, believed. .

extensive than

The quality and quantity of parenting and teaching materially affect
the matuTOion of the brain and its functions.

It's not certain how the brains of gifted/talented people differ from
those of normal intelligence/ability. Factors that influence the
cognitive edge gifted /talented people have may inhude:_ (1) the speed
at which the brain functions, ,(2) the number and efficiency of connec-
tions within a specialized brain,area, and between areas, (3) the
ability to focus'intently on a task, to mastery, (4 the efficiency
of memory mechanisms and skills, (5)_ rapid analysis/synthesis mech- -

anisms that identify relationships, (6) efficient language and
spatial mechanisms. .

26
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Citizen Creativity Through A
Community-Based Gifted Program

. . . 4
Jayasri-Ghosh,7Ph.D.-
Executive Director

Tacoma Aiea Council on Giftedness

...o

We live in a changing society thaecontinualiy asks us to define
and redzfine our roles .as parents, workers and contributors to
society. Likewise, we are forced to continually assess the educa-
tion of our children who haVe to be trained to meet these changing
expectations of our society. We know that this big undertaking
can no longer be the exclusive domain of the schools: In fact a
recent paper on Excellence in Education by Gardner 'emphasizes that,
"the,educationof our citizens will be less and less the monopoly
of the sdhoolS in the formal and conventional senses., of the, terms
and their futures will be promising only. if whit they undertake
to claim as their proper and legitimate role is fitted to what they
are uniquely 1 able to dO well." Furthermore, we are moving away
from reliance on institutional'help and towards the era of self-

(Naisbitt, 1982). 'People want .to be able, to equip themselves
with the necessary tools for learning so they-canssolve problems
on their own. It is,''therefore, logical that educatots have to
recognize these trends and bekwilling to work with parents and the
community to` make this partnership between schCols and' the community
dynamic andknore meaningful:

Citizens in a community can with proper guidance andeducation
have a tremendous impact on shaping the future of their Children.
This is a Predictable and powerful."1;attern for the future:" The
business of parents increasingly. influencing their Children's '

future will notbe-without important seCondary effects. As parents
reassert their rights, they will also become activated to influence
other social institutions such as the schools in directions they
see as ipportaA,

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate through the des-
. cription of a community-based service model, how citizens in one
area, i.e. the Tacoma Area in-the-State of Washington, created a
supportive network for a "neglected group"-its gifted youngsters-
by draviing attention to their unique learning needs and designing
model prograMs for use by the community. I will also demonstrate
Jaw the Council influenced the schools.

. 0

When the idea of the Tacoma Area Council on Giftedness was
conceived, very few.opportunities were available for gifted young-
sters in the Tacoma and Pierce County area. The pressure for
improving basic education combined withrcomplfance-requirements
attactlederal-an&state7laws-for special edUcation and.
ilingual instruction had all but eliminated resources/available_

in the past for gifted education_ A0 Many frustrated parents were
turning-to-the-pri-vate-schools-f4--herhose7that-could-not
afford this option had no where'else'to turn':for enrichment oppor-,
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tunities tc challenge their gifted,dhildren. Last, but,not.least,
there were few teachers and educators specifically trained to work
with gifted'andtalented youth. Tacoma, which is primarily a blue-
collar community, did not view itself as the home of hundreds of
gifted and talented youngsters.

.... _

The Tacoma Area Council on Giftedness was established in October,
1979'tomeet.the needs of gifted youngsters. The Council was com-

posed of representatives from major.businesses, public and private. .

agencies, civic and professional. organizations, private foundation's',
and a large number of volunteer citi;ens-. It was created as a

result of the concern, interest, and imagination of a-parent:who
felt that her child needed more dhallengtng opportunities than
those available in the local schools. The specific goals orthe
Council were to (a) improve available iesources:for gifted students
in Pierce County and (b) increase public knowledge and .appreciation
of giftedness. The Cpuricil'S .long - range-' goal was to create suf-

ficient priority in.the greater Tacoma areafor gifted education-
to ensure that adequatpublic and private funds were devotedto
expand and sustain these pilot efforts.

The FoundersOf the. Council identified four specific needs

related to gifted,Children:

(1) The Tacoma,.area needed a broadly-based organization.
' that could orchestrate a system to assess the needs
of the gifted, dentify options for meeting such
.needs', advocateinstitutional change, stimulate
collaborative efforts on model programs, an'd develop
sufficient community- awareness and concern to see
thatpilot efforts obtain the necessary resources
to continue and expand in the future:-'

(2) There needed-to be a method for continuously inven-
.__torying current options for the gifted .and sharing
-these with concerned teachers, parentsand talented
youngsters themselves. CUrrent services, were frag,-

mented.and isolated.

(3) Educational and counseling services needed to be ,

provided' for parents, teachers, and others- dealing
with youth so that they could better identify and
assess the needs of individual talented youth and

support these needs more effectively.

(4) Tacoma needed to be shown that it was ppssible to
increase the array of learning opportunities 'for.
gifted youngsters through 'the shared responsibility
and resources of a coalition of'concerned individuals
and" agencies:

It should be noted that the care taken in formulating these four

objectives proved invaluable to both the Steering Committee and



to me as Director in subsequent decisions and issues that faced
the °council.

Establishing the Networkti

Those of us working in the field of gifted education know
that 'there are many myths surrounding what gifted Children can
and cannot do. Their speCial needs are not always.readily or
easily understood by parent, educators, or the members of the
professional and business community.' It was, therefore,wery
important for us to take the time to educate different community
groups to create an awareness; and acceptance of the Council's

,This was done by personal contacts and presentations.to
iparent groups;-social and service clubs, school Superintendents,
principals, schoolibbards, teacher groups, PTSA's,.TV-interviews,
talk shows, and newsletters. Naturally, one cannot be ashrinking
violet and accomplish such--a task effectively! The contacts
made through this processflater proved most useful as the Council
later reached out for support and endoresikent for its activities.

The services of the Council fall into three categories:

(1). Direct services to gifted students

(2) InfOrmation and counseling services for parents
and community,menbers

(3) 'Assistance to public and private schools, and
institutions of higher education.

Services. to.ttudents:

The program; designed-by_ the Council forthe students were
created originally to.-fill-a gaP,:iinte-thexewere.fewenrichment-.
opportunitieb for gifted and talented youngsters in,the greater
Tacoma area. Services to students haVe been provided in,two for-
mats: (1) Enrichment classes and (2) an Annual Learning Fair

(1) The enrichment classes are provided for dhildrenin grades
4-12 These classes are sCheduled after school hours, on weekends
and located in several facilities in:theGreater Tacoma exea.
Each class.enrolled between 8-15 students end covered a variety
of topics in. areas such as geology, astronomy, physics, poetry,
creative writing, cartooning, social issues, journalism, computer
programming, etc. We have offered at least 18 enrichment classes
/in the fall, winter", spring,.and summer of. each of the years we

/ have been in operation. While we originally intended to serve
---ohildren between ages 10 -18, we discovered that we had many.cont-..

cerned parents seeking enrichment opportunities for their preschool
Age gifted children. Consequently, we organized some classes for
these'youngsters and found them to be quite popular.
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Early in the project, we recognized that the enrichment classes
were one ofthestrongestcoMponents of our program. Whilewe
.invited students to attend and provided scholarships for those
.students who could not.affordthe tuition, the Coundil,staff also
encouraged schools'aod parent groups to'organize similar programs

. on their own. As a result; we have seen a tremendousgrowthin
the number of learning opportunities for'bright youngsers in the:
county.

.410

There are some important points relating to the organization'
of enrichment classes which are. useful to remember:

(a) Always identify clearly. the population you'want
to serve. Identification and screening of gifted
students is very important. This can be done by
examining ability and.achieVement data of students..

(b) The goals and objectives of the courses have to be
attainable, measurable, and relevant to the needs
of the gifted and talented students that are being
served.

(c) Selection of courses-has to be made on the basis.0
student needs and interests.

(d) Courses must encourage students to examine new and
current thinking and allow them to develop creative
thinking and problem- solving abilities.

(e) Selecting instructors who are experts in the field
is a must: These instructors can come from public'.
or private Schools,'colleges,he business community
or service clubs. It also becomes important to
orient and train there to the special needs of gifted
students.

(f) Uie local resources and different sites in the com-
munity to build support and visibility for the program.

(g) Use and train volunteers (parents or interested com-
munity members) to observe and even participate in
the monitoring of these enrichment classes.

(2) "Learning Unlimited", the Council's annual learning fair
was originally conceived by members of the. Steering Committee as a
means of drawing some attention to the work, of the Council and with
the idea of providing gifted and talented youth with a unique exper-
ience-a day long,array of courses that would allow children-to
explore ideas in'areas such as science, mathematics, aero-space
or laser .technology and the like. This fair attracted 300 young-'
sters the first year. The Fair-was designed to encourage parents
to attend sessions along with their children or to attend seminars



designed specifically to help them to better educate.their gifted
children. Learning Unlimited has been held four tunes since 1979
and is now regarded asHan annual educational event in the Tacoma
area. -

Another important service to students was access: to the
Council's resource center'f6 obtain referrals for counseling,
Social, or vocational opportunities in the community.

v
Services to arents-andthe'Communit :

In'order to gain acceptance and public' understanding of the
Council's goals, we had to insure that allyouth-serving agencies
had the necessary inforMation which they in turn could disseminate
to interested parents. We established.a.counseling and referral
center and followed-up calls with information packets that spoke
to thespecific questiOn,of:parent and interested community mem-
bers. We also established a resource center of. over 500 books and
Journals on gifted education-the only one of.itskind.iin Pierce
County and open to any member of the public.

'

One of the most effective ways to gain supportfor the Council
proved'to be our. quarterly newsletter. This publication contained
regular.listings of the Council's enrichment classes, listings of
other offerings for. gifted and talented students in the cOmmunity,
information for educators, and relevant articles on gifted educa-
tion. Today%the newsletter is mailed to almost.5,000 homes. .The
Council has also compiled a resource directory of enrichment oppor-
tunities withinthe Tacoma community for gifted children and youth.
This pUblicatiorisfavailable:to any interested member of the
community.

'In addition to the counseling and resource center, the Council
also has over the years organized seminars for parents designed,
specifically to answer and address some concerns they might have
on raising-their gifted students. Our efforts hate also been
geared towards enabling parent groups for the gifted to educate
themselves as.effectiVe spokespersons for gifted students in their
respective school districts:

4

-Services to educators:

The Councils services-for students and parents have always
'beamfdesigned_to suppletent and not supplant services provided for
Children in the SChools.:Asan independent organization, the
Council developed a good working relationship-with public and pri-
vate schools in Pierce County. Services to school districts have
includedeChnical assistance for prOgram development, intensive.-
courses for teadhers,..training to teach the gifted, and sponsor-
ship .of meetings of coordinators of gifted programs. The Council

4 ,has also served in .an advisory capacity to school districts.
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For example, at the urging of the-Council a task force was created
-to advise Tacoma Public Schools.

The Council has also served -as a'resource to,the local c legeg
and universit'ies who have no staff specifically ,trained_to .Wdrk
in the area of 'gifted- education. They, too, haVe:come.to -view us
as 'a resource center specifically,to obtain current inforthation-->
in the field of gifted and talented eduCation and rely on us for
information pr?current courses and workshops being offered 'in the
state and in the nation: Perhaps,the Council's most prominent
success in enpouraging higher education's involvement in gifted
education has.been the "Slimmer Scholar's Program ". This effort,
represents Washington's first residential program for gifted high
school students. The project was organized in collaboration with
Pacific Lutheran University and will serve 50 gifted high school'
students from across the state of Washington during the Sumner of
1983.

The concept of the Council as an independent organization work-
ing both as an advocate for gifted students, and facilitator of
programs for gifted students, is a workable one. This model can
easily be used by other communities with needs similar to these
of the Tacoma area. Several factors I feel have contributed to
the Council's successful operation in the Tacoma Area.

(1) The clarity of the goals outlined by the Council's
founders proved very useful in designing the
programs and setting the course operation for
the Council.

(2) The Steering Committee of the Council were
genuinely interested and dedicated to the
goals of the Council.

(3) The 'availability of trained staff who were not
only willing to continually educate people but
were also willing to be creative in designing'
programs for student and parents to maintain.'
support and interest for the Council's program.,

(4) A supportive community that expressed their sup-
port by. joining as members of the Council, donating
resources, and by joining as volunteers on the
various task forces as organized by the Council.
Itle.University of Puget Sound.provided in-kind
support and office space since the Council started
operating in 1979.

(5) The support of he major Foundations over the four'
years that the Council has been in existence.



Funds for the Tacoma Area .Council on Giftedness came' froin the
Northwest Area Foundation, Weyerhaeuser Foundation, Cheney Founda-
tion, local service clubs; and donations from members and the
community. Since thegrantsare ending this year, the Council is
exploring the idea of turning over some of its services to various
other'agencies such as AAUW (American.Association of University
Women), Junior League, the schools and universities in the area,
and a newly established, county-wide parent group in Tacoma.
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REALITIES, RECONCILIATION, RESOLUTIONS
for the

GIFTED CHILD from a DIFFERENT CULTURE

Alexinia Y.Baldwin;Aq1D

The three R's of this paper seem to symbolize a
"back to basics" intent. This is not the intent although 4:.
some basic'ideas And attitudes are necessary for the cOn-
tinuing care and concern for our gifted population, eape-
.cially those from different cultures. A clarification of
these basics will be possible only if we look candidly at
the replities surrounding education of*the gifted, consider
subsecitiant means ofvreconciliation of these attitudes and
ideas, and resolve'to creatively plan for the future patterns
of education of the gifted.

Realities for Consideration

The realities that are listed below reflect the general
perceptions that are related to education of the gifted child.
A careful analysis of these realities will provide us with some
directions,fot the future.

1. The attitude of the general public toward education of the
gifted still reflects inconsistencies in the acceptance
of the concept of giftedness andvthe attendant need to pro-
vide educational programs for those exhibiting such traits.

Mortimer Adler (1982) for example has suggested the The
Paideia Proposal: an Educational Manifesto, that the same
course of study and the same objectiVes for all children

.through,grade twelve', properly'taught, are sufficient fore
children of all ability levels. This reasoning is lauded
by many people today.

The inconsistency of the public's attitude.is.further re-
flected in its willingnesstO.provide services for gifted
'children whenjederal monies are available and its haste
to eliminate services and consider programs for the gifted
expendable, when these monies are not available.'

Among-those patents and community individuals who realize-)
the tragedy of-the neglect of this human potential, the
sincerity and concern iapresent but their voices. are often
unorganized and too weak'toinsure continuing prOgramming.

1
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II. Another reality is the inconsistency among those of us
who are planners for education of the gifted regarding,
a) who the gifted are, b) how we identify them, c) what
and how we teach them-d) who will teach, them, and e) how
we will evaluate what has been taught to them.

a) pr. James Gallagher in his discussion' during the 1983
International Conventibn of the Council for Exceptional

4

Children in Detroit, alluded to this inconsistency when he
echoed the complaint that is heard many times regarding Nix
gifted programs-"Whyis my child considered gifted in
Schobl A'and not in School B ?" or "What difference tis there
between my child whO has an IQ of 134.and'ihdesignated
gifted and my other child who has an IQ of 132 and is not
designated gifted? Is one ,gifted and the: other not?"

Unfortunatefy, at this point in time, the renaissance in
education of the gifted'has not afforded'tpe public a
clear differentiation between giftednebs as a philosoph-
ical concept and giftedness as appropriately defined to.
meet the requirements of aTaftichlaeorganilational
pattern within the school and the restraints of budget
and staff. The politics involved-in getting legistlation
passed at both the state and federal.levelshas required
pragmatic inclusion or deletions within:the true, or philo-
sophical concept of giftedness.

A very real inconsistency is the continuing lack of a
proportionatenumber of black and other minority students
in educational programs for the gifted. This.reality
should be a great concern to educators in general and
researchers and program developers specifically.

b) Another reality we must face is how we will iden-
tify the gifted. This problem continues to surface
'during.discussions-on.education-of the-gifted. Joseph
Renzulli indicated during the'open discussion of a hearing
for the National Council on E4cellence which was held in
Roston, October, 1982, that he felt at this-tim4 identi,
fication was not a crucial issue in planning for the gifted.
His statement is based on the extensive exper&ence he has
had in this area and hid research with the Revolving' Ddor
Identification procedure. In this procedure, the poOl.of
childrenadeatified is expanded to as'much as' 25% of the
school populition. Perhaps Dr. Renzulli is correct;.how
ever, there are many people who are concerned about-the
procedures that are generally used for identification and
the standards which have been set for selection. All too

:often and in spite of the enlarged pool, identification
of the minority gl,fted children has been difficult.
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The next set of realities are:
c) What and him we will teach the gifted and
d) Who will teach the gifted.
This set of realities can be seen in the inconsistencies
that are evidenced in the proliferation of teaching models
being used in classes for the gifted.

The variation from state to state on the matter of teacher
certification and the.plethora of 9rganizational patterns
such asImill-out programs, resource centers, self-Contained
classes,'just to namea few, add to the list of inconsis-.
tencias to be considered.

Other questions we might continue-to ask are: WhaX consti-
.

.tutes a -quantitatively different curriculum? Is there a
special curriculum package which we can designate the "gifted

curriculum? Can you develop a special curriculUm package
for the culturally different? Some say we can others say

no.

Last but not least, e) proper evaluation of programs for
the gifted as well as the evaluation of class activities
by the gifted pose great problems due to the unlimited
possibilities for development among the gifted population.
How do we proceed? What.evaluative instumenta-should we .0 -

use? All' of the questions which are-not fully-answered I

represent a reality which we must face. The task is
doubly difficult when'we consider evaluating the progress
of.a gifted child from a different culture.

. .

Using these foregoing realities as a backdrop for my dis-
cussioni I would like to pursue. ways of reconciling the uncer-
tainties which have been present as realities within the area
of education of the gifted, and suggest further steps for the ,
resolution of these problemsin the future.'

The problems and concerns of the the children from, different
cultures and the effect of these realities as stated, on these
childreniwill be discussed. It,is-my hope that the concerns of
other gifted.children: e.g. phYsicany'and-emotionally handi-
capped,' will be discussed agaitst this background of realities
during some future program. .

.1

Reconciliation

I. The attitude of the gen4ral public is unders
of instances in history, of disuse of the desig
ness or genius; however, exiefience and a greater awareness of
the pedagogical-and philosophircal imperatives for recognizinga
and planning for the gifted raid should make the message to '

andable in view
ation of gifted-
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our publics more acceptable. It is unfortunate that the
existing regular school programs in some public schools were so
lacking in creative and innovative strategies that programs which
were offered for the gifted were, in many ways what should have
been offered for all children. The exemplary planning. for the .

gifted has, however,. become a model fa. programs for all children.
This is.e decided plus for educatiOn,Of the gifted and an argu-
ment against elitism. The North Carolina schools.for the gifted
are examples df models that are being'used, not only to improve
teaching techniques throughout the'state but to experiment with
new designs, in curriculum development. -We-must, in this country
be careful that we,don't.settie for mediocraty. As Garry Wills
(1983).has so aptly stated,

"The most intimate, self-engendered enemy.,of democracy
is envy, which kills the generous feelings of admira-
tion. If equal education makes people-resent excellence-
makes me, for instance, feel wronged that there are
Newtons and Einsteins in the same world with'my fellow
mathematical_ ignoramuses -then it destroys itsown fouri-
.dation." [Pg.-A63

Can we afford not to recognize and provide for this natural
resource which is-found in all cultural groupings? The, answer
should be a resounding NO: This right to an equal opportunity
is crucial in considering the gifted child from a different
culture. Attitude is important in that it establishes a philo-
sophy or mind set for approaching the problem. 'A start'tOWard
this goal would be the acceptance of the assumption that gifted-
ness does not manifest itself in a manner which can be geneti-
tally ascribed to that grouping. The needs of this gifted
minority within an educational minority must be addressed.

Attitude is very important. when program planning takes
place. Gifted programs cannot be considered:appendages to our
regular school programs, recognition of this exceptionality,
and provisioning for its needs are part.of the regular program.
We would not eliminate third grade, math, or spelling would we?
The suggestion that could be eliminated without harming
the child-is no less ludicrous when we think of eliminating
activities or programs which enhance the'scoPe of development
for thegifted child.

The painful cry of the parent in Ohio whose child found
school so unaccepting of his ability to move forward creaulvely_
that he contemplated suicide,,aild the joyful affirmation.of
a mother's insistence upon'the potential of her 6th grade
inner city child who stepped forward on a stage to receive a
national math award, speak to the need for reconciliation:of
attitude towards programming for the gifted.

II. In order to reconcile the inconsistencies among those of
us who are edutational planners, regarding,a) who the gifted
are, b) how we identify-them, c) what and how we teach them,
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'd) who will.teach them, and e) how we evaluate what has been taught,
we must consider each as a separate entity yet as an interactive
whole. Each is so dependent upon-the-other.

As we look at the myriad of definitions,,we must reconcile these
differences by pointing out the similarities, explaining the differ-
ences, and. focusing on the basic concept and its meaning. Giftedness
can be demonstrated in and through the major categories Of human
endeavor and the enumerable sub-categories thereof. Perhaps gifted-
ness is a state of becoming with this state being exemplified at
different stages and supported to different degrees by the familial
and educational environments in which the child finds him or herself.

I have tried to reconcile these differences by defining,giftedness
as the presence of high ability, task commitment, and creative problem/
finding ability in Cognitive, Psychosocial, Psychomotor, and Creative
production. Joseph Renzulli's (1979) operatiOnal definition of,gift-,

. edness is certainly an important part of this concept of giftednebs.

IdentifiFationof gifted children from _all populations but espe-
cially those children who have come from different cultures have posed
one of the most challenging problems in education of the gifted. In
the,case of the culturally different child, identification has been
difficult-due to. the lack of adequate attention to non-academic or
performance indicies of giftedness. Whereas non-academic or perfor-
mance indicies would not be necessary for all gifted children from a
different culture, the'use of such a measure enhances the judgments:
made -on the abilities of the child. Blegraphies of undisputedly
gifted minorities, extensive literature reviews, and experimental
data have led to the assumption that observation or knowledge of the
above average quality of certain behaviors'can lead to more'a'ecurate
identification of gifted.minorities.

0 f

Central to the identification for those chil ren who camefrom
diverse cultures or circumstances is anunderstan ing, on the part
of the personnel given the responsibility of comp eting this task,
of the variables which influence the "functioning level" of the .

children.of this group (Sed;Appendix I).- The following list of
variables are expanded from research,done'by Newton Metfessel (1965),
and are generalities for consideration.

V
1. Parents cannot speak English thus cannot Converse with

child in language which will be needed for upward mobility
%

2. Physical environment in the,home does notTprovide or
stimulate normaI.development of directionality, position%or
size because theia is a lack of toys and other play things
which-are colorful and designed to assist the. child to
naturally develop these skills.

3. Conversation which provides children an opportunity tolisten
to- questions and answers being discussed is lacKing.

,
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. Attitudes.toward respect for elders giveS child the
appearance of cowardness and bagkwardness.

5. Discipline does not encourage inner locus of cantrol,thus
children.often lack self-motivated problem solving skills.

6. Pragmatic nature of activities of the home does. not tolerate
.fantasies as a way for childrAn ;o4explore possibilities or
develop flexibilitiy.of thinking.

7. Environment dictates the necessity of survival, thus children
might be forced to'accePt mature responsibilities related to
immediate survival instead of education. Rural child might,
be needed on the farm. Child might be needed to supplement
income or babysit, etc.

8. Out-of-school' experiences are limited. Such resources as
museums,' libraries exhibition halls and zoos, are frequently
out of the child's; frame of reference and experience.

9. Lack of concern or respect for school regulations due to the
attitudP that school does not. supersede the family. This-

might also involve a lack of respect for the school ."establish-
ment", which has been passed on to the child.I

10. Physical and emotional environment which develops.in 'the child
the ability to tune out audio stimulus thus seriously, under-
mining the development of listening. skills.

11. Home environment and community environment which does not
provide a chance for positive concepts to develop..

12. Language rich in imagery mitigates against development of
precise vocabularieslor "standard" school use.

13. Environmental isolation.cau"ses child to lack someof the
interactive skills. which might.be considered ipportant
in developingleadership skills. .

. The:foregoing list might'be considered` as factors Mitigating-
,

against the acquisition of skills deemedimportant for success in
school. .We overlook the fact that quite often child brings with
his or her. non-standard behavior, eVidencesof t high level ability.
to process inforMation. Some,of these behaviors are typified in
studies by Torrance,(1971), Bruch (1972)Bernal (1972) and Baldwin__
(1977).

For. the planner and the teachers involved in7plaCement of
gifted,children,from different cultures, knowledge of.behaviors,
that represent certain mental'processes is' crucial. HoWever, as
Gallagher (1975) has pointed_out, it is difficult t6 specify learn-
ing characteristics whith are.generaliiable to all gifted children.
It is equally difficult, to formulate a composite which specifies
the culturally different gifted' child.
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How and what to teach is a crucialconsideratlon. It is a

misconception to think.that the gifted child-can really work with-
out the intervention of theteacher. There are important skills
that all children must be.taught. Gifted children are able to
Acquire these skills at a much higher rate and thus do not require
the same.amount of time as is needed by the average child, to grasp
the concept. For the gifted child from a different culture, the
same ability td grasp concepts at a faster rate of speed exists,.
Teacher strategies and Course content should be planned to capitalize.
Upon the strengths of the dhild; moving horizontally in developing
.a wiaa.range-of experiences and also moving vertically in order to
strengthen the child in the areas of'his or her deficits. This
does not require remedial teaching but stimulating introductions to
concepts that are unknown, keeping in mind that these children have
the capacity for grasping, and absorbing knowledge at a high rate.
The research of Guilfyrd and others (1971) indicates that an indi-
vidual can have the ability to process information at a very high
level but lack the.stimulus for developing the skills necessary for
product development.'

,Teacher certification or qualifications habeen a concern of the
major professional organizations for education of the gifted. As a
result of this concern, a list of requirements relating to the train-
'ifig of.teachers has been de:veloped. The ramifications of this list
of requirements.il yet to be determined but it, is crucial that this
list include, a requireMentjfor teachers to understand the unique
needs of the child from a different culture. There will continue to
be a debate about the quality of the teacher when faced with an expert

. who.wishes to share this knowledge with a grodP of gifted children
on a continuing bases. Can an experienced poet, for example, be a
good teacher for the child_ who is-gifted in this area? Perhaps the
reconciliation in this area rests with the specific training of
teachers of the gifted who are experts in their areas. These persons
can'be volunteers or temporary employees. Businesses, the world of
performing and graphic arts, government, medical and other human
services, higher education, and inchistry are just a few of the
resources for specific areas of teaching.

. Very little is said about evaluation of class activities and,
this is understandable. A-common practice in many school districts-
is to-look at the number of grade levels above the average the child
has scored and use this as evidence of success. Whereas this type
of evaluation.can and phould be included in any plan, it should not

-be the only indication of success.- Gifted children can reach the
minimum which might be required for success in testing but they are
capable of doing much more which can't be assessed by our,standard
tests.

Techniques which involve oLservations or participation in pro-
blem solving activities or product development, are just a few of
the techniques which should be used to enhance the evaluation of the

.

progress of the 'gifted child. Lee CronbacWs latest book on evaluation
addresses many of, the concerns regarding program evaluation.

7
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knee we have reviewed the realities and attempted to recon-
cile the differences, it is necessary to consider'a resolution of the
problem and pUrsue the proper questions in research. We should then
plan programs which break out of'old patterns and give stimulation
to the fertile minds of our younggifted students..

Resolutions or Patterns for the Future

The future of the gifted child from a Aifferent culture is inex-
.

tricably tied,to decisions.which we make in relation to educatioi of
the gifted in general but. this minority within a minority will need
to have much more attention paid to their unique needs. I would like .

to posesseveral problems, suggest possible resolutions of these pro.-
blems and'pose further research possibilities to address these pro-
blems in the, future.

'Problem*I. What can be done to influence attitudes'of the public?

Aw attitude that designation of gifted classes serves to further
separate groups within society is gtrongly evident in large urban pop-
ulations. Research h'as shown that attitudes toward change and
innovation are significantly affected when all segments of the society
are involved in making decisions about this change. La Fromboise and

Plake (1983)-in their article on the research needs of American .

Indians spoke to, the lack of involvement of American 'Indians in
social research relating to them. The point being thA instead of
being, involved, they are constantly being, described. They are
treated as...."sources of data rather than being invited to contri-
bute to the complete research venture, including problem formulation,
interpretation of data; and conclusions." [Pg.. 451

4

The acceptance and delight being shown in the attention being
paid to the gifted is evident in the Detroit Public Schools where an
elementary school to house gifted children was established within the
inner-city where the population was predominantly black. The popula-
tion of the school reflects this city's ethnic structure and the
attitude toward having such a venture is reflected in the rush on
the part of parents'to have, their child assessed for entry into the
school. The public is calling for another such school in another sec-

,
tion of the town.

The success of this particular venture was due to the involvement
of the,community in the planning. Active involvement of all popula-
tions in planning programs for the gifted would be a pattern I would
suggest,for the future.

Problem II. What types of observable behaviors are indicators of high
level ability?

The assumptions-thaw follow this question are:
1. Observable. behaviors are indicatory of the type and quality of

the mental processes an individual VI,sssesses.
2-. Recognition of these, behaviors can t:ie taught to teachers and other
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Attention to this problem is especially relevant to me due to
my personal experience as,a child, my experiences as a public school
teacher and my subsequent experiences in higher education. Consequently,
I have focused much of my research activities on this area. The re-
search questions I have asked are:

1. What is the relationship of, certain performance criteria to estab-
lished educational models?

2. What is the effet of selection processes.using performance criteria,
to identify children who come frob. "disadvantaging backgrounds?.

V.

Phase one of continuing review of minority students who were
identified using performance criteria as a supplemental measure has-
been completed. It was shown, in this research that children from
"disadvantaging" backgrounds who do not meet .I1 or -ialeVement'criteria
for gifted'programs can be selected by using subjective measures as
supplemental data for selection (Baldwin, 1977).

Items for-the performance scale have been pooled for the four
areas of human endeavor from information secured during the longi-
tudinal study.. I have also developed an.identification matrix 'which
can accommodate within its design., a series of behaviors and abilities.

Research is underway to determine the relationship between data
secured during the identification process and some other instruments.
A short explanation of the concept follows.,

The Baldwin Identification Matrix (See Appendix 2) has.been
designed to, nclude an array of assessment techniques which will help".
the plannerto get a completer profile of the child. Information on
the matrix represents the ability scores of children above the average
of that school district or state or other large organizational
grouping. The-matrix gives a total profile and through its basic '

philosophy communicates the importance of each of the areas of'gifted-
ness. The following sample items from a checklipt which is being
validated give an example of.the type of supplemental performance
'criteria which can be used .in tandemwithor as part of the Baldwin:
Identification Matfix in identifying gifted minority individuals.

_,The. scale for assessing a particular ability area is a one to
. five ranking of each of the items of this area with five being highest.:
Accompanying this supplemental checklist will be an optional'form for
descriptive sentences from selected populations such as peer group,
parents,.community persons. The directions will instruct the 3ndi-
vidual to "Write a short descriptive sentence about (name)
which appropriately reflects outstanding performance above the average
in the four areas listed.

The large divisions or areas of this checklist reflect the
definition of gifted and talented as used earlier in this paper.
These divisions are:
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Cognitiv4 ability - IQ, general and specific achievement areas

2. Creative ability - visual and performing arts, creative problem-
solvingability

4.

3. PsychomOltor ability - perceptual abilities, physical abilities,
skilled movements and non - discursive communication (e.g., expressive
and intiiliiretative movement)

4. Psychosocial ability e.g., leade ip skills, behavioral analysis'

The.followinglist might serve as an example of some behaviors
which indicate ability to proCess information at a high:level. These.

abilities were matched to" the processing components of
the StrUcture of Intellect (SOI)**.

1. Colorful, persuasive language skillswith.peer.group. .(evaluation
of, semantic implicationS; fluency of thought; evaluation of,
behavioral implications)

2. Ability to use commonplace items for purposes other than those.
intended. d011s.,%alls out of tin-cans;:wegons, sleds out
of packing boxes). (divergent production of symbolic transforma-
tion; flexibility of thought)

S. Ability to remember and report detailed information concerning
events which occurred in community outside of school. (e.g., story of
:tragedy or triumph of. individual; in community who might be outside
of the law.' (cognition,. memory, classification, semantics,-behavioral-
implications)

4: to judge environmental situations by cues whickare not
usually taught inschool. (e.g., signs of an upcoming storm; signs
that farmers use for deciding on planting, and harvesting;.signs-in

. nature which indicate danger) figural ability, high level cognition
ability; symbolic implications; figural transformations)

The inspiration for developing the supplemental scale has been
Mary Meeker's (1969) paper on "New Directions for Identifying Disad-
vantaged Gifted". Some sample items from Supplemental Checklist for
Children from Different Cultures, Socio-Economic Backgrounds, and
Geographic Locations by Alekinia Y.,Baldwin, 1981, are:.

1. Psychomotor. a. ability to do skilled movements such as skate, to
type, to waltz, -to' somersault, to punt, tO, juggle
b. ability to catch balls
c. ability to draw from memory

2. Psychosocial.a..-sense of loyalty, b. sense of. what seems fair or
ethical for friends, playgroUnd leadership role

3. Creative, a. ability to laugh athimselfiherself; gets enjoyment
out of. activities of school,day -

b.'ability to think of a novel idea for survival in
particular environment,

4. Cognitive. a. ability-to Understandand plan activities related
to usual environment, and experience

b..ability:to read and interpret material in native
. language..



For 'the future, I would recommend that teacher training pro-
grams involve training which would sensitize teadhers to recognize.
behaviors which indicate mental capacities for processing informa-

"" tion ate high level.

Problem III. What instructional techniqye is best suited for die gifted?

There. continues to be extensive discussion on the merits of
certain instructional techniques that should be used in the development
of the exceptional abilities of gifted children. The discussion be-
co more intense when the merits of certain strategies vs; other
s rategies are suggested as proper for gifted children wh6 come from
'different cultUres. Tbe'lack"of.empirical.research in this area leaves
much of the decision-making process to chance. The Hopkins studies .

(1977) have focused on a particular content'area but there is--still
a need for studies which focus on prOcestes which involve strategies'
for strengthening or overcoming the deficits.and enhancing the strengths
which might be present in a child from a different culture.

The recent book by.June Maker (1982) has attempted. throughout,
its chapters, to analyze the"various teaching.models and what they
have to offer in'meeting the needs Of gifted.children. She.has
pointed out that all tooioften .there is little or incomplete research
which verifies the use'of the model.

"I recommend that for the future, more attention be given to the
analysis of-the effect of certain strategies on the child ftom differ-
ent-cultures:maxy Meeker(1969T in her earlier research has-tuggested
that we focua on"the develqpment of certain intellectual proceSses,.

nvergent and divergent abilities. She feels that the enhance-
ment of intelleCtual.abilities will' make the trajectory of the child's
experiencA become enlarged.

Mary Hunter Wolf in her program hasenhanced the artistic abilities
. .

of the children in.her program by-beginningwith sirengthaand trans.
. ferring to academic areas in which the child might be the weakest.

Problem IV. How,can evaluation more appropriately indicate the quality
of change in a program or the individual studeht's ability profile.

Evarution of the processes which have 'been used in developing
the abilities of gifted children require methods which:give insight
into the changes which have been made in an_individualis mental and

'psychological growth:. The usual'standardiZed measures are geared
toward assessing levels of acceleration in certain areas. Very little
evaluation is done.cm"the .quality.of that acceleration.

.Future patterns forfMeeing the needs of gifted children should ':
include evaluation processeg that include qualitative as well as
quantitative techniques:

As.we look at the Three R's I have listed for you today, it is
critical that we *insider the .patterns of the future in light of the
current educational concerns' expressed in 'the reeentlylihished re-
port_of-the-National-Commission on Excellence, (1983) and the Paideia

Proposal: an Educational Manifesto (1983). -Pis in all reliorts, the
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extremes presented have. , many exceptions. However, a large percentage
of the populafion affected by the inadequate educational milieu
referred to in these reports are children from different cultures.
Those who are gifted among this group,'suffer even more.

Symbolically, another R could be added to the three I have used
today:. an R for Revolution. This would be a revolution of ideas re-
garding the possibilities for capturing the use of technology as we
create patterns for the future.

Exciting models for education'in general and educatiOn of the
gifted child from theinner city specifically, are emerging. One
model of which I am aware, has an articulated program from pre-school
to 8th grade. The first emphasis for all of the children,in this
school. is the development of'skilis necessary for underqanding and
communicating knowledge. 'Other aspects of the model callt4fRr the
cooperative exehange of ideas and training experiedces at high-tech
institutions, financial instieution, science laboratop.es, and many
other:r:ieas throughout the city, This model certainly represents a

pattern for the.future of education of the gifted child from a
different culture.

In conchision, I would like to stress the importance of atten-
dance to what is--The REALITY of the situation-How we can RECONCILE'
the differences and plan,and dream.With RESOLVE about the significant
patterns for the future of education of the gifted for, ALL.children.
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ECER PIER

EXTERNAL I INTERNE!.

DEFICIT

POSSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL'

CAUcAlITY

EXCEPTIONAL CHARACTER.

Developed by Alexinia Baldw

1977

INTELLECTUAL PROCESSING

ABB ITV 101CATOAS

NAJIONTAL/VERTICAI

PROGRAM MAPTION

1, Outer locus of con.

trol rather than inner

locus of control.

2. loystFj to per

group.

3. Physical resiliency

to hardsnips encountered

in the environment.

4. Language rich In

! imagery and humor rich

with symbolism; per-

suasive language.

rI
1j

5.. Logical reasoning;

planning ability and

0. pragmatic problem-

°. solving ability,
,4-

6. Creative ability.

7. Social intelligence

and feeling of responsi-

bility for the communiZy,

rebellious regarding

inequities.

8. Sensitivity end

alertness to movement:

50

1. Inability to attend

to task without super-

vision.

2. Inability to exter-

nalize behavioral cues.

3. Inability to trust

or consider 'beauty' in

life.

4. Perhaps only avenue

of communication- -

standard language skills

not used.

5. Opinions disallowed

In school situation..

6. Lack of directed

development of ability.

7. No opportunity to

exercise behavior in

COmudity without

censorship.

8. Lack of training

and development.

Discipline does not encourage

inner locus of control. Chita is

directed to follow diTections. ,

Tradition dictates trict adhere

once to directions;

2. A need, to belOhg, Empathy'

fur those in similar situation. ,

3. Environment dictates need'

to survive. Anger and frustra-

tion increases animalistic

desire to survive. Alternatives,

solutions are forced,

4. A need to use subterfuge In

environment to get message

across - -a lack of dominant

language skills a need to,

fantasize through language- -

acute awareness of environment

duelo its effect on individual.

5. Early responsiblity

related to survival,

6 Need to use items of

environment as substitute

e.g., dolls, balls out of

tin cans; wagons, sleds

out of packing boxes;

dolls out of "corn shucks.'

7. Social reforms needed

to help community; high regard

for moral obligation to

fellow man; religious influence;

tradition; survival dictates

awareness of social elements

related to survival.

8. Heed to excel, toughness

of environment, family

emphasis on physical prowess

to substitute for lack of

educational input.

i Information from march with Indian children:

Memory of 'robotic implications; memory of Odic

unite; convergent production of figural unite;

divergent pioduction of symbolic relations. (Meeker, 1977)

1. Academicretentive

memory.

2. Psychosocial sense

of humorOntuitive

grasp of situations;,

understanding of

compromise.

3. Creative.4olerance

for ambiguities; insight;

inventiveness; revolu-

tionary idea!,

4. Creative fluency,,

flexibility, ability

to elaborate, original-

ity. Academic.-

retentive memory,"

ability to think

systematically, -

5. Thinks In logical

systems, uncluttered

thinking,.insightful.

ness, understanding

cause and effect.

6.' Fleiibility of

thinking, fluency,

special aptitudes in

music, drama,

creative writing.

, .

7. Intuitive grasp of

situations, sensitive-

ness to right and

wrong.

8. Hand-eye coordina-

tion, physical stamina,

skilled body movements,

1, Convergent production

of semantic units,

2. Affectivebehavior..

possible indication of

convergent production

of behavorial units or

classification,

3.' Divergent production.'

4. Divergent production

of semantic classifica.

tions, systems' relations

& transformations; fluency

of thought evaluation of

behavioral implications.

S. System analysis;

decision- making skills.

6. Divergek production
.

of symbolic transform

don( flexibility of

thought.

7. Affective domain;

Kohlberg's upper levels

of moral development.

8. Divergent production;

convergent production

of behavioral implication.

1, Contract activities.

Aireeted, level development..

counseling for trust...

skill development,

2. Group activity debating

counseling seminars-.

philosPhy Olio-process

and skills development.

3. Creative activities;

counseling-mentor relation.

ship-process/skill development,

a, Writing i speaking

emphases debating-rhetoric

analysis. Contemporary and

historicaMiterary cOm.

pariscos. Literary product

development.'

S.-Exposure to'systematically

developed strategies for solving

problems; logic,

6. Special classes in

creative aptitudes, independent

study, mentor, process and

content skills development,

7. Leadership Seminars

Community Service Participation.-

counseling, historical Mete.

dents, Process and content .

skills,

8. Special developmental

classes, olympic participation,

physical culture classes,
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EDUCATION OF TALENTED AND GIFTED ELEMENTARY, JUNIOR HIGH,
AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN A SMALL SCHOOL DISTRICT'

Joan Hladky I

A rela iv y small district can provide for the challenging
education of mangyof-Its gifted students. Pleasant Hill, Oregon, provides
an example of\wht one small district (approximate attendance of1300-1500
in recent years, grades 1-12) can do to provide such a challenge for able
students. This six-year-old program has had an expanding influence on other
.areas of the curriculum in the district, and parts of the program have been
adopted and adapted by other small districts. Our program deals largely
with academically talented students, with some emphasis 'given to dealing
with underachieving gifted students. There is no special provision for
identifying "talent," but many of those in the program are.talented in
areas other than academics, and Modifications are made to suit their-needs.
Since we,do not limit our identification to the top three to five percent,

mwe have more opportunity to pick up students exhibiting a variety of talents,
as most talents involve an above-average; though not necessarily. gifted,
,intellect.-

Background

Pleasant Hill is basically a bedroom community for Eugene and Spring-
field, with some part-time farmifig and many fathers working in woods-related
jobs, 'though this is not as prevalent as it was even five years ago. There
are four buildings in the district: a primary building for grades K-3, Trent
Primary School, the Elementary school for grades 4-6, aAJunior High for.;
graded-7 and 8, and a four-year high school. Enrollment ranges from 80 to
125 per grade.

Parent Involvement and Administrative Support

The Pleasant Hill program for gifted originated through concerned
parents who were serving on the Lay Curriculum Advisory Committee--advisory
to the superintendent. In 1976 some of these parents researched and wrote
,a sound documeut to support their contention that more needed to be done
for able students. The School Board spent the next year doing some addition-
al study ofthe topic and then provided funds for a half-time-teaching station
per building for such a program, beginning in the fall of. 1977.

Parent involvement since that time has been on an informal basis, but
with many opportunities for input and interaction:: There is an annual parent's
Night each fall for grades.l -12 which gives parents an overview of the entire
program and usually features student work, demonstrations, and presentations.
,The primary school has a-reguiar parerit newsletter and encourages parent
helpers in the classroom. Elemientary units usually conclude with a sharing'
program presented for parents or other,classrooms, or.both.. At all levels
parents are-encouraged:io accompany the-students on field trips, to assist
with ticket arrangements, and to share their knowledge when it fits into
planned Units. The high schOok..always has an informational, meeting-fol.



parents before students enroll in the program there. At all buildings
parents serve on the screening committees (but not=in buildings where they
have children in the program). With a stable staff and a small community,
many students may have several years of contact with the same teacher, and
this builds rapport and stability in the parent- teacher- child relation-
ship.ship.

The program is, and,has been, funded solely through_districi funds.
In the early"years the program coordinator collected evaluation infotmation
from the populations served and presented a year-end repott to the School
.Board, and also made periodic reports to thelay Curriculum Advisory
Committee. Three years into the program, the superintendent formed a.

-special lay committee which evaluated the total program. Since that time
the program has operated as an integral part of_,the curriculum offerings

\ of the district, and makes reports no more frequently than any area. All
\of the district's administrators, as well as.the School Board, have been
supportive of the' program,

Program Philosophy

The Pleasant Hill'program, called the Independent Learning Program
for grades 1-6 and the Scholars' Program for grades 7-12, is curriculum-
based rather than process-oriented, although both the Guilford model and
Bloom Taxonomy are used in curriculum design. The curriculum base suits
the needs of the community, which has always had a bias toward "basics."

The definition of gifted utilized by the program is "those children
capable of high performance--whether or fiot they have demonstrated this
potential--in any 'or all of the following areas:

4

1. geneial intellectual ability.

2. specific academic aptitude

3. creative and productive thinking

The word potential, and the phrase "whether or not they have demonsirated
this potential" have been stressed in our screening process.

Es

Identification and Screening'

Originally five identification measures, plus a screening committee,
were tried. The committee iteself -(made'up of the "gifted" 'teacher, build-
ing principal, building counselor, apother teacher, and a parent) decided
that three of these measures were thesmdst useful and our screening proced
now uses these three inputs: Otit.Lennon test scores, Stanford Achievement'-'
test scores and teacher nominations. Both tests are routinely administered
to all students at the end of second, fotkth, sixth, and eighth grades.

-Studepts are rescreened annually.for tilefirst six grades, on entry into
High, and again on entry into tenth grade when they beccime eligible

for the High Schddl Scholars' Program.



If a parent feels their °child should be in the program, and the child
is not selected, the parent may elect to have the child given an individual
WISC or Stanford Binet. Usually a full psychological battery is done by
the Education Service District Psychologist. This testing has also been
requested by classroom teachers and resulted in the identification of addi-
tional students for .the program,

.C.1)

' Grades K6, Independent Learning Program (ILP)

Although there are differences between the primary and elementary
buildings in their administration of the ILR program, some commonalities
are:

1. It is a pull-out program (with significant differences between
buildings. -

2. "Revolving door" approach. Students are,rescreened annually
so students are in and out of the program annually, (not all
students, but some).. This was originally controversial with .

parents, but.they now usually look at it as "taking aims."

3... Separate screening for the math unit. Each yfar one grading
period is devoted to a math enrichment unit. Students are
screened.separately for this unit in the strong belief that
math ability is different from verbal ability, so different students
are.served. (Some'students_whoare tops at everything are, of
course, in all units).

4. -Curriculum enrichment units. These are usually extensions and_
enrichment of the basic curriculum offered. Each year usually
features a language arts unit, a social studies unit, a science
unit, in addition to the math.unit.

Primary School and ILP

Kindergarten.is new ,to Pleasant Hill,,and is not really part of the
half -time ILP teacher's load. However, she does assist with students who

already, reading when they enter school, and presents some .process
lessons for kindergarten classes. At the first grade we feel our identi-
fication data is tentative, so btudents are comidered,in an ILP "enrich-
meneprogram. 'The ILP teacher does memory activities for whole first grade
classes to the fall and usually doesn't start ILP enrichment units for first
graders until January. This gives the first grader teachers time to feel .

comfortable with the'students and with what they can do, and gives the
youngsters a chance to get acclimated to school before being "pulled out"
for a special class.

The regular pull-out units begin in second and third grade. ILP
classes meet roughly two to two-and-one-half hours per week for grades
2 and 3. They are scheduled on different days at different times so that
studentsdo not always miss the 'Same class.

3



Elementary MP' .

At the Elementary it has been possible to avoid the "make-up work"
problem so prevalent in pull-out programs. Students elect an entire nine-,
week unit which coincides with the regular grading period. During that time

' they do their "home room work" on a "compacted" basis with much use of pre-
testing and independent study. Students come_to ILP only during their home
room time (approximately an hour a day, four days a week) and miss science and
social studies. They will be at least exposed to the concepts they missed
in home room, and in addition do whatever unit they have signed up for.
Curriculum units are designed utilized the Guilford model (see Figure 1 and 2).

StudentS receive "course descriptions" in the fall along with their
letters of invitation, and sign up for two of three units in ILP according
to their preferences. Occasionally students see only one unit that interests
them, and so they choose only one., More often Mom and Dad, unfortunately,
decide that a unit will be "good" for. their child and sign him/her up re-
gardless'of student interest.

Scheduling according to home room times makes for some interesting
scheduling for the ILP teacher: five-minute overlaps or five-minute dead'
spaces, but it certainly increases good-will with the home room teacher. .

Ripple effects of ILP

The gifted program has affected curriculum in Pleasant Hill in the '

same way that a pebble thrown in a still pond sends out ripples. - Some of
the effects are shown in Figure 3. .

Junior High Scholars' Program.

Scholars' English replaces the required English for seventh and eighth
graders. This is more feasible than Scholars.being an elective in a small
junior high with a limited number of electives and related scheduling prob-
lems

In Scholars' English all the basic curriculum objectives and require-
ments are met. The intent is that all students will pass their ninth grade
campeteneies by the end of eighth grade and so be eligible for an accelerated
English program at the High School. The Bloom Taxonomy is taught to students
in the fall (see Figure 4), and utilized throughout the year to help them
evaluate the level of work.they have achieved on projects and in class dis-
cussions. (Figure 5 shows a sample form used in class and utilizing Bloom).

In addition, there'is a humanities emphasis to the curriculum, using
yearly themes to utilize outside experiences. Themes sue Structure,
Form, and Design enabled us to study the structure of the stern as a
literary, form and see an exhibit of Remington and Russell art when it came

through Eugene. That theme also led to some novel and interesting independent
research projects: the structure and design of Panzer tanks, the structure
of English'cathedrals, the'design of chess strategy, and many more

Another favorite theme is "Past, Present, and Future." This enables us'
to Study mythology and science fiction--two types of reading the students
prticulaily enjoy. We may also include some current events reading (not
necessarily a favorite),as part of the "present" and, take a-trip to the State

4
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Capitol while the legislature is in session. Several of the students havebeen honorary pages for the district's representative through such trips.The class makes an annual spring trip to Ashland to see at least one, play, -and usually two. Figures 6 and7 show how themes incorporate the skill areasof English into the curriculum, as well as the humanities.

Scholars' Math was instituted when the program was three years old.Seventh graders work at their own rate through pre-testing and complete allof the regular sevendegrade math book, ancrat least half of an eighth gradebook which gives a good introduction to algebraic concepts. Eighth gradestudents complete Algebra I.. Problem-solving is also an important componentof this clasS.

High SchoolScholars' Program

The High School. Scholars' Program is open to tenth, eleventh, andtwelfth grade students by invitation (passing the screening.process). Studentsmay challenge the clasi entrance requirement by writing an essay for the teachers.Scholar's! is a two-hour block taught by two teachers, and covers an expandedversion of the History of Western Civilization including literature, language,and the arts, as well as history. See Figures 8 and 9..

'Topics are covered through a combination of teacher lecture and studentresearch. Figures 10 and 11 show some of the structure of the class inoutline form. Students research topics in each of the time periods andpresent oral reports to-the class. One of the two class periodS is usuallyfor lectures and reports, and the other for a "study" period. The "study"period may be used for films, and Newsweek lessons are also a part of thattime periods keeping students up-to-date and often finding links to the past.One day a week is often a "games" day when chess, go, and similar gamesare played. In evaluations, students rate this as essential because of theintense level of work they do.

Student reports usually show tremendous growth throUgh the year inorganization and in techniques for keeping audience interest, and in oralskills. Student often become totally fascinated with some topic and thenwill have the class hear more than they ever wanted to know about perhapsthe Vikings or the Huns.

Students have:stx-week language units on languages important duringa period. They read literature of the period (such as Greek plays). Theydo creative writingpretending they are living in pre7historic times, writingtheir own Greek play. &take-home essay test is the concluding feature ofeach unit.. Outside speakers, sometimes past Scholars' students,are utilized.Trips to ethnic restaurants (Greek, Italian, German) are a part of the year.The class usually.takes an:annual trip to Ashland foi the plays; perhip's inconjunction with Junior High Scholars, Advanced Placement English and/or" theDrama class. One very unusual field (rip is always a part of falltermatrip to Dexter Dam for toolmaking in the best prehistoric tradition. Somestudents may even try to spear a salmon coming up to spawn. This tool-making
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'really.improved their identification of stone tools. I have had students

point them out"to me in many lOcations after they have had.this class.

Having Scholars' open to tenth graders leaves. an obvious gap in the

program in ninth grade. This gap was filled by onof.the "ripple" programs

one year. after the gifted program was started. In ninth grade students

take Accelerated English. This class is open to all students who pass the
ninth grade competencies at the end of eighth grade. This has included all

the Junior High Scholars'. students and usually up to ten additional students.

These students will cover the required tenth grade competencies in ninth grade,

giving them more elective English options. There is a great deal.of writing

in this class, essay form:is usually covered, and at least.one of Shakespeare's.

plays.is part of the reading.

Scholars' II has been offered at the High School, and it completed the
history of man.up through a futures unit. The class worked in connection with

Scholars' I'. The study period was a joint one for both classes, so there

was much opportunity for interaction. Enrollment was not maintained in
Scholars' II for a variety of reasons, and there were problems in scheduling

staff. Advanced Placement classes were added to the curriculum to be a senior
option after taking Scholars' II._ These came into conflict with Scholars' II

both in time and scheduling. However, Advanced Placement must be mentioned as

a "ripple" effect that opens challenging academic work to a lot of students

who have-not taken Scholars'. Figure 12 summarizes "rippleeffects at the

secondary level. Pleasant Hill offers Advanced Placement:classes in calculi's,

English, U. S. history, French, biology, and studio art.

Gifted Education at the High School Level

Is there a need for gifted programs at the high school level? Claire

;remaine found research data in two California school districts which

showed that gifted programs made a difference. Tremaine studied gifted

students who had been in a high school gifted program and those who had not.

Some comparisons from the studies of enrolled gifted vs. non-enrolled

gifted show:

1. Mean GPA .497 higher

2. Mean SAT verbal scores 53.931 points higher

3, Mean SAT math scores 79.91 points higher

4.. 90% of enrolled took SAT test
56% of unenrolled took SAT test

5. Enrolled. touk an average of 3.066 other advaneed courses
Unenrolled took .899 other advanced courses

6. 74% of enrolled won 3 or more scholarships
5% of unenrolled won 3 or more scholarships
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Pleasant Hill's experience verifies these findings. In the first years
with Advanced Placement, it was mostly former'Scholars' students willing td
risk the exams. Now more-scudents are taking the exams and last year's
results are summarized helda:

Scholars Non-Scholars

Pass (3-5) No-Pass' (1,2)

1

Pass' (3-5) No-Pass (1,2)

5 . 6

"Pass" is considered a score of 3 to 5 on the exam and "no-pass" is a score
of 1 or 2, which is not recognized for college creditby many colleges. These
are the results for. English Composition, U. S. History and Biologi only, as
these exams have the most Signifioant writing component which utilizes skills
taught and refined in Scholars'.

The one Scholars' student who did not pass was not in 'he Junior High prograi
because his scores were not high enough. The pool widens at the high school
because of increased competition from other classes.

.It was thought at one-time that with the institution of.Advanced
Placement classes, grade point averages would drop, and,our top graduating
seniors might be those who took less challenging class work. This year's
top seniors at Pleasant Hill put aside thal notion.and again verify the
California research. Theie were three co-valedictprians with perfect 4.0
records, a salutatorian with a 3.98 (a B in one semester of typing in ninth
grade) and close behind the number five student with a 3.95. All five
students had been in the Junior High Scholars' Program, continued with the
High School Scholars' Program, and took most of' the Advanced Placement classes
offered. One is a National Merit finalist,' one has a Naval Academy appoint-
ment, and another a choice between an Army or Air Force ROTC scholarship.
The number of dollars they can achieve in scholarships seems limited only
by their willingness to fill out ap?lications, and parental income.

With data like this, it is, a concern that while nearly all of tie boys
from the Junior High.Scholars'- Program continue on with High School 'cholars'
less than half.of the girls continue. The survey of Advanced Placement
results shown above is our second survey showing the difference in test
scores between students who choose Schofars' and equally talented students
who, choose not to participate.

It is difficult to evaluate gifted programs. Students at the 99th
percentile on achievement testSdon't show much change in test performance.
Case histories and anecdotal records put the impact in .a personal perspective.
This year's five seniors are exciting, but equally exciting is the student who
came into the district in fifth grade and was placed J.,2 low level learning
classes (poor skills). A teacher nominated him for the open selection creative
thinking groups (one of-the "ripple" options) and that was:my first contact
with him. His Otis Lennon score showed great. potential, not matched, however,



by his achievement scores. In Junior High he turned up in Scholars''
English. He had poor work habits and many skills, gaps. We more or less.
fought it outfOl.. two years, but inthe process he gained a true sense of
his own ability. - He made poor grades in Junior High ('we're a "basic"
district) because he didn.'t turn in work. In Accelerated. English he started
turning in all of his work, but sometimes late and sometimes careless, so
was a C student. Now a tenth grader, he's making.not a 4.0, but A's in
things like Scholars' I and Chemistry-I. He was an enthusiastic.Outdoor
School counselor thiS spring who mentioned his concern for'school work that
had to be done as soon as he got'back.

?

Another student was school-phobic in fourth grade. When he entered ILP
that year he had to have 'the teacher approve everyting he did--word by word.
In sixth grade he wrote his own play, directed,'and-sacted in it for an ILP
CreatiVe Drama unit. lie is a risk-taker now, running lor school office in
_eighth grade against very popular girls, and trying to make JV basketball
instead of the freshman club in ninth grade.

One girl had never been challenged in school until she had ILP in
sixth grade. She's coasted through with easy A's. There were many tears
along the way as I tried to help her find some joy in stretching her mind
and abilities. At the end of eightkgrade she transferred to a larger
district. I later received a thank you letter from her, telling me .of the
essay test she had written that her history teacher said was one of the best
he'd seen, and of her placement in an accelerated English class in that
larger district. She now seems genuinely excited by learning.

These students may not be-the Einsteins and Edisons we are told we
overlook in the schools, but they are students who have been challenged to
not be satisfied with mediocrity by a program for "gifted." A small district

can do this.
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CREATIVE WRITING RESOURCE UNIT

Generalizations: Written communication is an essential skill in our society,

Fluency in producing divergat thoughts can be increased with,practice and is a Skill

that can Prove useful in solving,probless in eoCiety:

Oofectivest The student can Produce a variety of "new to hie ideate,

The student will demonstrate increased understanding of a variety of written forms.

The student will increase his understanding of need for and improve in'practice of basic mechanical

Activities Materials/Resources

Thinking process/

product Teacher Evaluation

Students:

Keep a "day book" for daily experience

in putting down thoughts.

Tevber:

Resit to students samples of diaries

the,have'become famous or used in

other stories and research.

Provih a minimum of a weekly exer-

civ In developing divergent ideas.

Scudents:

Invite people skilled in the creative

arts to share insights with claes,

Research lives of successful poets,.

painters, sculptors, composers, etc.

And see how they obtained and or-

Rafted creative ideas.

Teactilr:

Use'idea-producing sessions to

develop creative writing opportunities

Civil War Diaries

Macmillan reading series

n of Anne Frank

Invitations to Silk& and Elk

Creatively bilyers and Torrance

Creative dramatics bibliography

Rx for Gifted by Stallard and

Ingrsm

See p. t, Student book

Myers and Torrance.

library- - biographies and author

reference books

Invitations to SReakig and Writini,

Creatively, Myers and Torrence

Divergent produc-

tion/implications

Divergent produc-

tion/transforma-

tions

Evaluation/

implidations

Divergent produc-.

tion/transformatio

Are, the students showing

.freedom in expressing

"wild" ideas?

Be sure to follow up dis-

cussions and complra with

earlier predictivs on

creative process.



Generalization:

Objectives:

Number spite- are essential to civilizations.

Man has used many ways to keep track of numerical information,

.111e student will interpret and write Egyptian, Greek, Roman, and Mayan numerals as decimal'

numerals and conversely.

ACTIVITY

11M1101111WOMMIPIIPO.

I. Introducagyptian numeration

system. Discuss any apparent

limitation of the system.

2. Greek numeration system

Discuss likenesses and differences

with Egyptian system and ours.

Predict reason for differences.

3, Roman Numerals

Compare,all three systeu.: and

their'principlep and our system

A

4. Mayan owls

Discuss what the Mayan had that

other systems lacked (concept of

zero) and how this affects the

systems

the

WEHIALSISSOURCES

Dittos: Egyptian numerals

Egyptian Match -up Film

"What are numbers" from

ESD

Dittos: Early Greek

Numerals

Attic Greek

Dittos:

a. Roman Numeration

System, Can you Break

This Code?

b. Principles 'of Roman.

numerals

c." Roman Numeral

practice

Ditto: Mayan Numeration

System

THINKING PROCESS

Figural, symbolic/

cognition, convergent,

evaluation/units,

classes, systems

Figural, symbolic/

cognition, memory,

convergent, evaluation/

units., classes, rela-

tions, systems, impli-

cations

Figural, symbolic/

cognition, convergent,

evaluation/units,

classes, systems,

implication

Figural, symbolic/

cognition, covergent,

evaltation/units,

classes, relations,

system, implications

TEACHER EVALUATION

Now many differences can they

see between this system and

their usual system?

Are students able to see relati

between symbols for 5', 50, 500,

etc.? Are they .seeing differenc

and able to give *Bible reaso

Could the students break the cc

prior .to being given informed(

on the symbols?

Have any discovered the lack ol

place value and resulting

limitations?

Did the students discover zero

concept on their own? Did you

give them a chance to do it on

their own?



INDEPENDENT LEARNING/SCHOLARS PROGRAM
. .

1

ENRICH-

MENT

ACTIVITIES

111

Puu.-our

CLASSES

'RIPPLE'

PROGRAMS

Eu

CREATIVE THINKING ACTIVITIES

BOOK CLUB (OCCASIONALLY)

Y.



2201 PROGRAM LANGUAGE ARTS/ENGLISH

'These' objectives .are be covered yearly, unless noted as .a biennial objective. Some units that

are.presented in both 7th and 8th grades, in the regular program will be only offered every other

year. inlch4ars!. However, any opportunity to reinforce these objectives during an "off" year

through speakers or field trips will be utilized. On these occasions the regular language arts

, curriculum guide should be referred to so that the appropriate objectives are stressed.

Higher Thinking Levels

oncepts: ere are a variety of levels of thinking.

' ith understanding of the levels, depth and expansion of thought can occur.

The 'cognitive ,thinking levels can be applied to all types of communication

activities.

4=k1.1111,...M.11.1.1111r

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

7111,4,1.1row7r1.0m=1,1.....
MATERIALS

Higher Thinking Level Overhead transparency of Bloom

Taxonomy and related ones explain-,

t- The student can identify and ex- ing its use to students,

plain the correct use of the

levels of thinking in the Bloom Use a transparency of an editor-

Taxonomy of the Cognitive Domain. ial cartoon and have the student's

The student can identify which

thinking level he/she has used

in his Written work and in

class discusSions.

explain its meaning successively

covering the more difficult think-

ing levels.

Learning Capsule and Contract forms

for independent projects which pro-

vide opportunities to verbalize use

of the Taxonomy.

Filmstrip to review the levels.

Regular class discussions on topics

of current;interest or areas under

study.

Verbalization of appropriate dis-

cussion skills and techniques.

filmstrip: Reco nizin and

Developing Sher h n c n6

Skills,,Claremont Educatioi

illrelources

Room display of Taxonomy

for ready reference.

Ditto sheets "Build a High'

Thought"' from Claremont

Educational Resources givii

handy verbs and products

for use by the students.

Teacher Recourses:

Learning Discussion Skills

Ihrou lanes by gtanford
& tan or

Discussion suggestion from

Memphis City Schools Pro jel :

CLUE

Scholars Program L,A pg. 46



FIGURE 5

INDEPENDENT RESFARCH PROJECT EVALUATION

During this project I used the following thinking levels. in the ways described:

application

synthesis

evaluation

I learned

70
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STRUCTIRE,' FORM, DESIGN

Reading Writing Speaking Enrichment.

Ailize local events

that tie in to broad

theme

"The Western"--short

stories and non-fic-

tion

Essay form: read

selected essays

Research topic relat-

ed to structure, form,

design

Drama (based on plays

being produced locally)

Poetry

71

From sentences to

paragraphs to

essay writing

Research paper

Illustrated anth-

ology oflavorite

poems

Original poetry

Class discussion and

analysis

Oral sharing of re-

search with class

Interview tech-.

niques for additional

sources

Memorize a favorite

poem to share with

the class

Flamenco dance company:

pre-performance ,background

on flamenco music--records

from local library

Westernat exhibit

F
. (

Slides to enhance those

interested in'architecture, c

and/or students make their

own visual aids from their

research sources

Music to share with class:

analyze basic differences

between styles (Romantic,

Baroque) or form (sonata)

Cutting from Belle of Amherst

by local actress

Including .Shakespeare work

being seen as part of "poetry H.

unit"
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ti
PAST (Myths and the oral tradition).

Reading Writing Speaking

Myths, :As and folk

tales of student,choice

(collection from.a cul-

ture not previously

read)

Novel: "When Legends

Die" by Hal Borland

Analysis of the nformative speech

value systems pre- based on analysis,

rented in myths (visual aids encout.

read aged with this

presentation)

Storytelling of a

myth

Enrichment

Audio.visual:

Film "Myths of the

Pharoahe

Migirom King Tut

,exhibit

Guest speakers:

Colleague with slides of

Saxon exhibit in the

British Museum

Local musician specialist

in North Indian drums

Professional storyteller.

'Musi: local concerts that

fit the theme (Bloch

festival)

')qcords: Wagner opera excer

Tristan and isolc.

Parsifal

ng cycle

Richard Strauss:

Elektra
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SCHOLARS I CURRICOLUM

INTRODUCTION

I. Stueent research

A. School facilities
1. School library
2. Classroom books

B. Off-campus facilities
1. LCC library
2. University of Oregon library

a. Main
b. Art & architecture
c. Science

3. City libraries
a. Eugene

b. Springfield

II. Student presentations

A. Student writings
1. Organization
2. Seldttion of information

3. Writing style for purpose

iuuRE

B. Student lectures
1. Speaking for thirty minutes

2. Information to be handed mit on dittos
a. Time-lines
b. -Biographical information
c. Basic outline of report

3. Information to be lectured on ;

a. Anecdotes
b. Theoriei based on information
c. Overview

,/

UNIT I - Beginnings of Western Civilization

PURPOSE: Students will understand the decisions that early man made that

lead to what is now Western Civilization.

I. Pre-history up to 10,000 BC

h. Scientific investigations
1. Anthropological investigations on early man

2. Radio-carbon dating
3. Geologic history of the planet

B. Major achievements
1. Hin-becoring-vide-spread and adapting to all climates

2. lise of fire

3. -Use of t4ols

- 77
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FIGURE 11

3. 1 Arts

;. Painting
2. Architecture
3. Literature

a. Chaucer
11: Dante

v. nce ,ch

1. Englek.ri
2. Warfare

D. Religious Philosophy
1. Heresy
2. Papalcy

UNIT IV - RENAISSANCE (1400 AD - 1600 AD)

PURPOSE: The student will know how the European ideals mixed with the older
Roman and Greek ideals to meld into modern Western Culture,

I. Italy
L

A. Strength of the city-state.
1. Florence
2. Rome
3. Venice
4. Fall of Byzantium to

The arts
1. Sculpture_
2. Painting
3. Architecture

the Turks

-C. .Science and Math
1., Compass and navigation
2.' Inventions
3. Engineering

D. PhilosophY
;1. Protestantism
2.. De Corte
3. Counter-reformation
4.- Concept of the individual
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INDEPENDENT LEARNING/SCHOLARS PROGRAM
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.iLADERSHIP AS ITAiELATES. TO GIFTED EDUCATION

Dorothy A. Sisk

Interest in identifying and developing leadership' ability has:
been of considerable concern:thrbUghout:history. The earliest.con=
centrated efforts were accomplished= by Aristotle and Plato and the
most recent effort.has been initiated by' the 1983 National Business.
Consortium which has as an objective the tapping and identifying of
leadership and creativity in today's gifted youth.

.

. .

The.continuous.search for effective leaders is.important to
all organizations and impacts on our lives.in government, education,
'churches, and business: HoweVer, translating the historic concern
for the identifying and developing of effective leaders into prac-
tice has been affected by the conceptualization and definition of
leadership. In examining leadership Bass, (1981) in the Handbook
of Leadership concluded that there were almost.as many defini-
'tion6 of leadership as there were persons who tried to define the,
concept. Some represehtative definitions are as follows:.

Leadership is the process of influencing the activities
of an individual or a group in efforts toward goal achieye
.ment (Hersey & Blanchard).

Leadership is an.influence process whereby 0's actions
chahge P's behavior and P views the influence-attempt
.as being legitimate and the change as being Consistent
with 'P's goals (Kochan, Schmidt & DeCotiis)

Leadership is an interaction between persons in which
one presents information of a sort and in such a manner
that the other becomes convinced that his outcomes. =

(benefits/costs.ratio) will be improVed if he behaves
in a manner suggested or desired (Jacobs);

The variety of definitions can be traced to a number of
theories about leadership. An examination of these theories would
be beneficial in not only establishing educational programs to
identify and nurture leadership as a type of giftedness, but in .

clarifying the historical base and need for leadership deVelopment:'

Trait Theory of Leadership

One of the oldest theories of leadership is the.trait theory.
It can also be called the Great Man theory and troced to 'the early
ideas of Aristotle; who thought that leaders were born. For years,
the trait theory was the accepted theory in, psychology. and trait.lists
were offered as qualities that differentiated leaders from nor:leaders.
Stogdill, a researcher in leadership of international renown reviewed
124 studies of personal factors thought to-be associated with leader-,
ship and stated that he was not able to substantiate the personality
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trait theory. The problem was that leadership was found to be active
and not merely the possession of, traits. In fact, the more Stogdill
studied the trait theory, the. more convinced he became that there was
a working relationship among members of a group and that the leader
acquired status through active participation and demonstration of his
or her ability to complete tasks.

As a result of his work, Stogdill identified five personal factors
which appeared to interact with situational factors. These personalitY
factors were capacity, achievement, responsibility, participation and
status. The situational factors were mental level, status skills, needs
and.interests of followers and objective to be achieved.

A more recent example of a trait theory based research study
was initiated by American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) by
Bray, Campbell and GranVin 1974.. After eight years, a group of
managerial candidates' progress -in terms of.advancgment into middle
management was correlated with the'candidate's initial assessment
scores on a variety of treits. The,Most Effective Trait Predictors
for Managerial Advancement are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1

Most Effective Trait Predictors for
Managerial Advancement at AT&T

Oral Communication Skill (Giving reports to small-groups on
well known topics)

Human Relations Skill needing groups to accomplish tasks)

Need for Advancement (Desire for Promotion)

Resistance to Stress (Work performande stands up under stress)

Tolerance of Uncertainty (Tolerates unstructured conditions)

Organizing and Planning (Organizes and.plans work ahead)

. Energy (Maintains, high level of work activity)

Creativity (Solves management problems in novel ways)

Range of Interests (Interested in a variety of fields).,

As the researchera studied the varioUstraits, they discovered
that the list of traits interacted and depended on the work or

, leadership setting. In one situation, the most valued trait was
identified as human relations skills, especially If the activity
were mostly maintenance or-strengthening of the group and did not
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involve a task to be completed or the achievement of a specific
goal. However, when goals and tasks were involved, other skills
such as organizing and planning came forth as key traits.

Many of the gifted programs that have chosen to examine
leadership as a phenomenon consisting of specific behaviors or
traits have used task roles in group dynamic activities. Task Roles
as used in the Pinellas County Gifted program in St. Petersburg,
Florida are as follows:

Ow.

Table 2

Task Roles

starts tasks

Organ i zgL

Clarifier

Recorder -

Summarizer

Energizer

shares facts and relevant
information, gives sugges-
tions, ideas and opinions.

- seeks relevant information,
facts, asks for suggestions,
ideas and opinions.

and suggests procedures for
getting task done.

$vnthesize -

keeps group on task and calls them back to
schedule.

polls group to seek agreement
and prepare members for deci-
sionmaking.

InterpretS ideas and suggestions; uses exam-
ples to gain more insight and
understanding and defines
terms.

keeps records

- periodically

of group decisions and sugges-
tions.

synthesizes suggestions and
offers a decision--for the
group to consider.

- Prepares room, materials and.equipthent.

Enthusiastically watches time
for breaks and monitors move-

, ment from room to room,if
neceSsary.



Task roles such as the'facilitating.ones mentioned above help'
mobilize a group to complete a task. -However,there are task roles
that can be hindering. Some of these are roles such as the.Playboy-
playgirl who sees a meeting as a social setting to tell jokes.and
have a good time; the talker who excessively talks mostly about
theirown ideas and impedes.the group flow ofiideaS through inter-
ruptions; the non-participant who :sits outside the group and shows
little interest in the work of the group;. and.the Instant Decision-
maker who jumps at the first moment for decisionmaking and values
speed rather than discussion.

Equally important are the Maintenance Roles which are listed
from the same gifted program under the direction of Rouse and
reported in the 1983 Florida state report. The Maintenance Roles
are listed in Table 3.

Table 3

Maintenance Roles

Compromiser -

Facilitator -

offers, opportunity for,compromise and
openly admits when they are wrong; works
for group cohesion.

shows'regard for others, gives recogni-
tion and is responsive to others; gives
others chance to participate.

reflects the mood.or group feelings to
the group; freely shares own sense of
involvement and feeling level.

works to keep communication flowing;
encourages total participation and
identifies ways to keep all
participating.

notes the group Process and gives report
on observations with emphasis on identi-
fying hindering roles.

Harmonizer checks to see if people in the group
hpve talked about differences and seeks
to minimize disagreement.

Observer -

Justes with task roles in which there are helping and-
hindering rolesl.in thelabove pOsitive maintenance roles, there
also exist helping and'hindering roles. Some of these are the
Questionner, who questions and probes members to the exasperation
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level and puts down others' ideas; the Conformist, who agrees with
whatever action is being taken at the moment, shifting allegiance
as they see fit; the Fmoter who expresses feelings and vents their
emotion at the expense of the group; the Special Interest Member,
who seeks the leadership role and secures one or two supporters for
their ideas and special interests regardless of the group task; and
lastly, the Negative Individual, who sees nothing good in the group
and disagrees with all tasks.

Leaders should be familiar with all roles and be able to
assume the roles as needed. Still another way of looking at leader-
ship is to conceptualize leadership as that ofa style.

Leadership Styles Theory of Leadership

Theclassic work in leadership styles was done by Lewin, Lippit
and White in 1939. They, classified patterns of leadership into demo-
cratic, autocratic and laissez-faire.

Democratic callS to mind phrases like power to the people,'
situations that are fair,and just, the majority votes and all have a
chance to offer opinions; autocratic calls to mind authoritarian
dictatorship modes and the call for, blind obedience to leaders; and
lastly, laissez-faire represents situations where there is no
leader, little or no structure is visible and confusioncand chaos
abound.

Lewin et.'al's. work was expanded by others such as Tannenbaum,
Wescher and Massarik (1961) who viewed leadership on.a continuum of
leadership behavior with labels such as the following:

Boss Subordinate
Centered Leadership Centered Leadership

I1 I
.

Still another example.of leadership style as a theory 'is the
work of MOGregor (1960) who identified two management tasks. He
called one the traditional view or Theory X which sees power stem-
ming from position and views subordinates as lazy and unreliable.
The second he called Theory Y with leadership_ being given to the
group and people viewed as being self directed and creative, if
motivated properly.

It can be quickly noted that leaders using either Theory X
or Theory Y would approach a group in entirely different ways.
MoGregor,s theory also is congruent with the authoritarian vs.
democratic approach, although he did introduce several refine-:
ments.

Or

The refinements consisted of viewing leadership as .a rela-.

'tionship affected by four major points: (1) the characteristics
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of the leader; (2) the attitudes,' needs and other personal char-
acteristics of the followers; (3) the characteristics of the
organization, such as its purpose, its structure, the 'nature of
the task to be performed and lastly (4) the social, economic and
political milieu.

McGregor's work in the 60's can be viewed as a forerunner
to the last theory of leadership to be highlighted, that of
Situational Leadership.

Situational Leadership Theory

In this theory or approach individuals are viewed.as having
leadership ability that emerges in appropriately called for:sit-
uations. Researcher, Gibb (1969) stated that leadership was an
interaction of the social situation and personality. In a similar
vein, another researcher, Hollander (1964) stated that leadership
.should be viewed as a relationship between people exerting influ-,
ence and those who are.influenced. Lastly the work of Blake and
MoUtOn (1964) placed a three'dimensional approach to leadership
for cOnsideratiOn. They, identified concern tor production and
concern for people on a,grid that repreSented a range orinter-
actions( or the third dimension.

On§ of the more recent situational models of leadership is
that of!Hersey and Blanchard (1969). In their model, they identi-
fied task behavior, relationship behavior and effectiveness.

The leader behavior as' task behavior was defined asthe extent
to which leaders were likely'to organize'and define the roles of
members of their group (followers); to explain what activities each
is to do and-when: where, and how tasks are to be accomplished; and
characterized blendeaforing to establish well defined patterns of
'organization, channels of communication, and wayszof getting jobs
accomplished. ,

Leader behavior,,as relationship behavior was defined as the
extent to which leaders were likely to maintain personal relation-
ships between themAglves and members of their group (followers)
by opening up'channels.of communication; providing socioemotional
support, "psychological-Strokes" and facilitating behavior.

The situatiolal variable in the model proposed by Hersey
and Blanchard was that of follower maturity. Maturity was defined
as the capacity to' set higMbut attainable goals (achievement/
motivation), willingness to take responsibility, and education and/
or experience. Maturity.in their model was assessed in relation
to a particular task, for one could be mature in relation to one
task, but immature in another.

According to,Hersey and Blanchard,. the maturity of the
followers interacts with the leadership behavior that is required.'
As subordinate maturity increases, the leader'should decrease the
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amount of relationship oriented behavior. This theory is best
explained with the following chart:

Hersey and Blanchard Situational Model

M1 - immature subordinates
M2 + M3 moderate mature sub-

ordinates
M4 - Mature subordinates

reauire
reauire

reauire

task oriented behavior
relationship oriented

behavior
delegated responsibility with

little supportive behavior

In examining the Hersey and Blanchard Model, it is easy to
see how frustration comes about between leaders and followers.

.Imagine how a follower feels knowing his or her job quite well
and demonstrating proficiency, being constantly beleaguered by
a task oriented behavior leader calling for. "Check Point Charlies"
at each step. Or conversely, imagine an immature follower being
thrown entirely'on their own to sink or swim in a new job'with a
'leader displaying little relationship oriented or task behavior.

Hersey and Blanchard define task behaViors and relationship
behaviors in a way that Complements the task and maintenance roles
on pages 3 and 4. Many of the skills involved in the. roles of task
and maintenance are needed by the leader to accomplish effective
leadership. The behaviors are as follows:

Task Behaviors

Define and organize role of
followers.

Determine the tasks that need
to be done.

Set up when, where, and how
.work will be done.

Establish well defined pat
terns of organization,
channels of communication,
and ways to accomplish work.

Relationship Behaviors

Determine ways to open
channels of communication
between leader and follower.

Delegate responsibility.

Provide opportunities for 4-
followers to realize
their. potential.

6
As can be noted in the above task behaviors and relationship

behaviors, the situational leadership model assumes that the leader
is not operating in isolation of the group. Leaders and followers
interact and are influenced by interdependent factors. These fac-
tors include the goals, objectives and norms of the organization; the
demands inherent in the leader's job and level in the organization and
the expectations of those to whom the leader is accountable (bosses)
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and those for whom they are responsible (followers) and those with
whom the leader is equal (colleagues).

Still another way to look at the situation model is in Figure 1.
The task behavior is along the bottom of the figure and the relation-
ship behavior is along the left hand side. Look at the line from the
lower right hand corner toward the left, that is the direction a leader
should move to work with followers. he goal is to start at the point
the group members are and adapt the leadership style to the group's
needs.
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Figure 1.

The leadership in the telling block calls for more of the task
behaviors and more structuring of a group's activities to facilitate
the completion of the task. As the group progresses in both experi-
ence and ability, :the leader can move to a sellingmode with a balance
of task and relationship leadership behaviors. The third stage of a
leader's style is participating and it is here that the relationship,
dimension is emphasized. When a leader moves into the fourth stage,
delegating, the leader has low relationship and loW task behaviors.
At this stagel.the group handles the task and meets their own social
and emotional needs.

The leader's point on the Cycle is determined by the group!s
abilities, knowledge and attitudes. Hersey and Blanchard refer to
these needs as'maturity and divide maturity into two types, job and
.psychological.



The maturity characteristics

Job Maturity
Characteristics

Past job experience
Understanding of Job

Requirements
Job Knowledge
Problem Solving Ability
Ability to Meet Job

. Deadlines
Ability to Take

Responsibility
Follow-through Ability

are as follows:

Tsychological Maturity
-Characteristics

Willingness to take
Responsibility

Achievement Motivation
Commitment
Persistence
Work Attitude
Initiative.

Independence

As the leader, the major task is to assess the job maturity
and psychological maturity of the group and adapt the leadership
style accordingly. If the followers'are low in maturity,'the
most appropriate style would be quadrants 1 and 2.. Moderate
maturity would require a style in quadrants 2 and 3, and high
maturity,would require a style in quadrants 3 and.4.

In their recent book, The-One Minute Manager, Kenneth
Blanchard and Spencer Johnson, M..D. (1982) succinctly discuss leader
behavior-in three steps, (1) the one minute goal setting, (2). the'.
one minute praise and (3) the one minute reprimand. In,this
delightful parable of a young manager locking for an effectiyei
manager, these three, steps are illustrated.

Thii situational theory has wide implication for leaders in
all areas and it is well worth our close examination. In this
theory, every leader engages in one minute goal'setting with fol-
lowers to insure that there is mutual agreement on goals. However;
with a. mature employee, these goals can be subtitted independently
by the employee, while-conversely the immature employee-or follower
would have.the goals established in a face to face interaction with

_ the leader, with emphasis on direction and support.

The one minute praise as defined by Blanchard and Johnson is
described as the leader's task of finding the follower doing some-
thing well and giving immediate feedback on the specific behavior.
The one minute reprimand, on the other hand is given when an
employee is incorrect or a follower doeS' the task incorrectly. The
action of the leader is to be as specific as possible as concerning
the error,, followed by a 30 second expression of how the.leader
feels about the behavior,- and lastly,)..f011owed by a reinforcing
statement.of why the leader is pointing out the errorthat is,
the follower or employee has_great value and potential to the
-organization. Yet once again this model stresses that the repri-.
-mend is only given to a mature employee and not to a trainee.; If
a trainee is incorrect or confused, the leader ,shoOld go back' to
the top of the model and establish the goals and actions of Step 11



and clarify the goals as necessary steps to' successfully complete
the task. An activity based on the One Minute Managgr philoso-
phy as used in a summer leadership seminar for gifted is as follows:

. The situation is thaMr. Lane, a twenty-five year employee
with Ace Trucking Inc., whose major responsibility is to prepare
budget reports has failed to get his report in on time. You as
the leader know that he understands the task as he is a mature
employee and prepared his weekly sheet of objectives which were.
reviewed and accepted. You are responsible for a one minute repri-
mand. What would you say?

In examining,a given response, one would note if Mr. Lane
were told specifically that the manager was upset beCause his
report was late, questions would be ones such as the following:
Did you tell him hoc4 you felt about this behavior, how it incon-.
venienced you and lastly did you tell him thereason that.you were
upset is that he is one of the best employees that Ace Trucking
has and you expect more of him, and you rely on him.

In the one minute reprimand, particularly if the employee is a
mature, experienced individual, it is important that you be specific
on the incorrect behavior, that you state your feefings and end with
the statement that Lane is a great employee. In this way, employees
do not go away with as negative feelings about the reprimand. After
all, isn't Lane one of the most valuable employees that Ace Trucking
has?

The One Minute Manager's three rules have imIplication for
any leadership behavior. Another exercise for use with an adoles-

,cent is as follows:

John is on the varsity football team and plays quarterback for
the team. The night before the big game, you find him sitting in a
car in front of the.house drinking beer with-his buddies. You are
responsible for, a one minute reprimand. What do you say?

Again, check the.response for its specificity, the feelings,
and the praise. It is hard to praise when one is angry, but that is
essential according to Blanchard and JOfinson if the technique is to
work.
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With these three theories of leadership in mind, it is now
necessary to examine identification and if at all possible to
endeavor to have congruency between the theoretical framework and
the identification procedure.

Identification and Measurement of Leadership

Early investigations of leadership used unitary and simple
methods of identifying leaders. Basically there were five methods:
(1) observation of behavior in group situations, (2) choice of associ-
ates or voting, (3)-nomination or rating by qualified observers, (4)
selection, rating and/or testing of persons occupying positions of
leadership, and .(5) analysis of biographical and case history data.

However, as the measurement field has evolved to the use of
multiple assessment. techniques for identification and measurement,
one test or method has also been found insufficient to assess
leadership abilities. Currently, several methods and,sources of.
information are needed to systematically conduct the identification-
process. If one is using the trait theory as a framework, a complex
profile of the individual using personality-inventories such as the
California Personality Inventory, the Minnesota Multi-Phasic Inven-
tory and the Edwards Personal. Preference Schedule might be used.
Projective tests such as the Rorschach might also be supplemented.
Still another instrument that might be used would be the Myers-Briggs
Type indicator. This instrument is based in part on ,he.theory of
Jung and describes four psychological types: (1) extroversion/
introversion, (2) sensing/intuition, .(3) thinking/feeling, and (4)
judging/perceiving.

,Information from the above instruments would yield a, multiple
assessment profile that would complement the trait theory.

If the leadership style approach were chosen as the theoretical
framework for a gifted program, behavior oriented measurement could
be obtained through using observational checkliSts with informal and
formal groups. The Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire' developed
by Stogdill and Coons (1970) could be used as well as self report
,checklists designed to assess task-maintenance dimensions.

Other instruments to assess leadership styles are attitudinal
measurements. The Fundamental Interpersbnal Relations Crientation-
Behavior (FIRO-BY has been used in many'leadership development
programs to measure the attitudinal component. 'It is based on the
assumption that all human interaction can be divided into'three cate-
gories: inclusion, control and affection._ Since definitions of
leadership include the ability to influence others and to maintain
positive group relations,' these dimensions are most-important to the
assessment of leadership styles.

If one were to choose situational leadership as the theoretical
basis, the Hersey and Blanchard Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability
Description Questionnaire (LEAD) might be appropriate. The LEAD gives
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the individual's perception of his or her predominant leadership style
in terms of task behavior and relationship behavior.

Still another way to assess situational leadership would be to
establish given group dynamic situations and observe the interaction
and action of given indiViduals. This information would supplement
that gathered by the LEAD which is more objective.

The variety of instruments discussed can be found in a number of
current leadership programs. 4 An examination of several of the programs
should prove effective in clarifying the relationship between the
assessment procedure and the total program effort.

Leadership Development Progrc.dis

One of the more well known leadership programs for gifted
students is the Executive Internship Program for high school stu-
dents. This program was started under the direction of Sharlene
HirsCh and has been replicated in,twenty-five states in over two
hundred programs. The high school students are placed as interns
with key decision makers in business, government, the arts, the media,
sciences and other related fields. The purpose of the program is
for high school students to experience organizational leadership'in
a real setting. They spend four days with their mentors and the
fifth day is spent in seminars for management, decision making and,
adm_nistration.

The format for the seminars is based on the Harvard Business.
School case study method. The identification procedure for the
Executive Internship program.includes a profile of information on
the student's maturity, academics, past leadership accomplishments
and recommendation by teachers. Students and sponsors are inter-
viewed and. an appropriate setting is chosen that Will meet the
needs of both the sponsor and the student.

Many leadership programs also have been developed that use a
consortium baSis. One such program was described/in the Gifted
Children_NeWsletter in MaY1982. The project is entitled Project
Odyssey and involves four high school districts in New Jersey. -The
prograth consists of an internship program, but before the students
serve as interns with community professionals, they are given a
background in the more academic skills required(for leadership such
as communications, problem solving and decision making skills.

In Des Moines, Iowa a similar approaCh-was used in Project LEAD
for.seventh,and eighth grade students who shadowed resource people
in the community in an effort to learn about leadership qualities
and to gain insight into various leadership styles.

Still another fine example of a leadership program is reported
by Evans (1980). The program is called Leadership in Action youth
program and concentrates on developing leadership skills through
practice and experience. The program culminates in a summer
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institute which lasts four days in which opportunities are given'for
the students to. become familiar with the characteristics of the
American business enter'prise system with emphasis on agricultural
co-operatives.

Commonalities in Leadership Programs

The number of actual leadership programs that have been
reported in the literature and in state and federal program reports-
by educators of the gifted have several common strands that are
worth noting. These, are as follows: (1) to provide for .exploration
of leadershi PI '(2) to examine leadership styles, (3) to experience
leadership in action, (4) to become aware of. one's own strengths and
weaknesses and .(5) to evaluate one's potential in view of heightened

,awareness.

All of the above aspects of leadership programs are important,
but the ability to evaluate themselves,'situations and the inter-

relation of.situations and persons-is essential for gifted students.
Bleedhorn (1979) states the importance of this self evaluation as a
type of futuristic leadership in which students look ahead, make
predictions, consider alternatives and then participate responsibly
and synergistically in creative problem solving. She further deline-
ates these.skills as Futurizing, Creating and Knowing.

Steinruck and Steinruck (1982) identify three.important aspects
of,leadership programs that appear to complement those of Bleedhorn.
They suggest that leadership training cannot be solely left to the
schools, but mustinvolVe a co-operativeleffort between'the school,
home and community. The emphasis here would be to transfer the
knowledge gained at school about leadership to the community and
home. To accomplish this.objective, students engaged in a Massa-
chusetts leadership program regularly attend the state'board of
education and have been given outstanding commendation for their
participation.

The second point of the Steinrucks (1982) is that there needs
to be a safe place for students to take risks where they.can explore
leadership and leadership styles without jeopardy and lastly that
teachers must be Models. It is this last point that is essential
and bears further comment. If teachers. are to develop leaderhip,
do they also need to be leaders?

The Development of Leadership in Teachers

PeSsow (1982) states that he views leadership as a group
related process and reports that Teachers.College at Columbia Univer-
sity has fourprimary objectives in training leadership in teachers
of the gifted: (1) curriculum development, (2) research, (3) teacher
education and (4) administration. Passow.further describes the end
product of such an education as a practioner-scholar as one who not
only has a sound historical, theoretical, conceptual background, but
one who has acquired the motivation and the skills to study the
consequences of his/her actions. In addition, the leader in the

.
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field of the gifted would be an inquirer, constantly inquiring in a
cooperative style with others as to the value and consequences of
plans and their implementation.

,

The above described practioner-scholar is similar to the leader
as described by Bleedhorn (1979) and the leader as envisioned by the
leadership programs.

In a,recent study Sisk (1983) found in examining successful
teachers of the gifted who were considered-leaders by their adminis-
trators and co4Jorkers, that there were. a number of teaching behaviors
that couLt be identified Which delineated successful teachers from
non-successful teachers. These are depicted in Table 4:

Table-4

SuccessfuljeacherS of the Gifted
Teaching Behaviors

*Develops a flexible individualized program
*Creates a warm and permissive atmosphere in the class-

room
*Provides feedback
*Uses a variety of teaching strategies
*Respects personal values
*ReSpects creativity

\
*Stimulates higher order mental processes
*Respects individual and personal integrity

., . .
1

.-

Each of the teachers nominated had received. excellent in their
teacher, evaluations and had demonstrated leadership in developing
curriculum; in conducting classroom research and in community action
programs.

Imadditionto the teaching behaviors, a number of personaland
professional characteristics also distinguished this group of 100
teaChers. The Characteristics are-depicted in Table 5.-

. As agroUp, the teachers were also described as-sensitiVe:to
others, flexible, enthusiastic, intuitive, committed to exceflenCe
and desiring"to continue.learning.:They described themselyes as
understanding and accepting themselves and feeling responsiblefor
their own behavior Lastly. they displayed intellectual interestand
literary and cultural interests.

Ip interviewing the.supetvisors Of.the successful teachers,
it was apparent that thexwere synergistically involved with the-
teachers and many of the supervisors displayed many of the charac-
teristics of successful mentors. .In talking about their teachers
they were empathetic, encouraged them to take risks, facilitated



learning and'action by the teacherS and demonstrated a.valuing'and
preference for analytical. problem solving and creative

Table 5

Successful Teachers of the Gifted
, Personal/Professional Characteristics

*To'guide rather than pressure ,

*To be democratic rather than autocratic'
*To focus on process as well as product
*To be innovative and experiential rather than conforming
*TO use problem solving rather than uninformed conclusions
*To seek involvement of others in discovery rather than, telling

Leadership Challenge for the Future

If educators look to the future. as an opportunity.to develop.
leadership as a type oftiftednessin their students,they_muSt
aware of the ten new trends of directions as identified by Naisbitt
(1982) and to think of how tesetrends inflUence educational curricu7
lUm and,decision making. Briefly these trends are as follows:

Ten Megatrends

industrial society > information society
forced technology > high tech/high touch
short term objectives > long tern) objectives
national economy > world economy

4centralization
. > decentralization

representative.

I

democracy > participatory demobracy

hierarchies --> networking,

institutional help :> self help .

north > south -

either/or > multiple options il
- /

I
In examining the above'ten megatrends as defined by 14iSbett

-,( 982) no one.can.deny that'we are divin&in an-exciting time and
the future is there for us to create and form. Inherentin the
above trends are cin-riculud questions and direction-S7th-dt-codId766
both interdisciplinary and dynamic.

: Other applications would-be to
work with gifted, for example moving them from either/or thinking to
qultiple options by providing multipreexperiences-and to break down
Hierar ies that exist in-schools by instituting networking and provid-
ing t ese:experiences,for students.

.

. Last month the UniverSity of South Florida held a Futures-cons
.

ference and invited educators and'students to participate.- There
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were n. istinctions made between any of the attendees and all had
ample oqrtunity to hear lectures by futurists suchas Jean.Houston,
CharlesNeingartner And Bob Samples and theft experience activity
periods and smallgroup discu6Sions with them. The feedback from
the students was that it was one of the few times they had been-pro-
vided accessibility to speakers and given opportunity for interaction
with full acceptance as adults. The. students had been given affirma-
tion that they had potential and in a sense that is what leadership
and leadership developMent is all about, that of empowering others.

A fitting closing for this paper would be a quotation from Arthur C.
Clark (1973):

1
,

. . we are living at a time when history is holding
its breath, and the presentjsIdetaching.itself-frbm
the past like an iceberg, that has broken away from
icy moorings to sail across the boundless ocean.

The challenge for leadershipis there, the, opportunIty and time
foi- action ignow. Those of us who are advocates for education of
the gifted need only to.step forward and become' involved and 'committed
in.developinglead6r6hip in the gifted students and in ourselves.
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One of tht)phrases fieard Most often fromAeachers and other
educators of the gifted id"I t4ach the children hbw to think, not
what to .thinkl." The individual will continue with an explanation
of the importance of process and the lack of'importance of content,,
lamenting-the-fact that other educhtorsare so concerned with how
much children learn about math, science, social studies, language
arts.i7 and other disciplinet. -

Certainly, the process is important, and-it is important that
children, especially those who are giftedilearn how to think as
aresult'of their school experience. The development of high levels
of .reasoning has been negleCtedin many, of Our schoolt. One example'
of Such neglect is the fact that it has been found that only 30 per-

.

cent of entering freshmen atone major,university'in the Southwest
can'xdason.at'the.form'al operational level (Beath. 1081)... Other
studies have. consistently shown that betweeir 30 and 50 percent of
late adolescents succeed. at.formal operational tasks (Kohlberg Si'
Gilligan, 1971)' Piaget (1963). suggested that children'achieve this
level pf cognitive development:at approximately-age 11. Researchert
have rtpeatedly'...found that even though one canno teach concepts at
'a lower stage that children know at a higher stage of development.
(Kohlberg & Mayer, 1978), educators, can arrange anenvironment that
will.facilitate cognitive groWth.so that studeAts_gchieve the levels
they are capable of achieving (Blatt, 1969; Rest, 1974; Sullivan, H
1975; Taba, 1964, 1966; Ashton, 19781. Positive change, or- cognitive
growth, oceUrSe,:throUgh children's active interactions with the envitoy
ment. They need opportunities to construct thgir own reality,
organize the infortilation.they encounter, and'draw their own con-
cluions. Gifted students need to use thei'raaInced levels'of reason-
ing, receive feedback and critiques from the teachet, and then improve ;

their reasoning: The teaching techniques; that develop' thinking'
skillsand move childrn from one level or stage.of cognitive develop-
ment to the next are those labeled "process" or "haw to
,think'' activities.

Although .the procest is impottant,, and should continue to be
emphasized, educators of the. gifted have often placed so, much emphasis -
on process that they have neglected the deVelopdentof ideas/con-
clusions in the academic disciplines and the teaching of important
concepts necessary as a foundation.for'further learning andcreativity.
'One, of the most extreme examples of this neglect is a program in the
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Southwest in which students ar selected fora gifted program because
bf their high achlevement'in science. They are,pulled out of the

science class to be taught and to, spend time playing Clres,p. As one

might expect,. they often only remain in the program for a year
because at the end ofthe year, they no longer qualify for the pro-
gram since their learning in the subject that initially qualified
them for the program has been neglected. 'EVenthough thiS i an

extreme, example,. numerous 6imilarinstances could be cj.ted in which
the gifted program is criticized heavily befausethe children spend
all their time playing thinking gpmes, doing\lOgic exercises, and

dOing creative thinking.exercises thAt have seemingly no relation-
ship to theearning of academic concepts.' As.dim Gallagher has often
stated "gifted children need something to think about!" .4

Al

ft .W

11.1e teaching of processesior how to think; must tae combined
with the teaching of .important ideas and information. EVen Parnes.

(1966; 1967), who.is known for his Creative Problem Solving ProCess,

emphasizes the importance of an information base in the deVelopment

of creative produCts. He explains that creative behavior is a func-
ti6n ofkpowledge, imagination, and evaluation, and that sophisticated,

creative products are seldom, if ever,:.developedloy those whO have

not achieved a high level.of underStanding of the Area in'which they

are working,

When dealing-with
,
the gifted, or when attemptingtq develop

higher levels of thinking,.nqt just "any old content" will do. The

content that forms the basis of the teaching prOcess must be as rich
and as.significant_as_possible:---Taba- (19623 suggests that thinking

skills can be taught through any subject matter, but that it'is

impossible to separate content from procesS. The "richness" and
significance: of the content with whiCh-children work will affect the
quality of .6eir.thinking as willthesprocesses used She furthv 4.

Suggests 'that here arecertAin "thought systems" in each discipline,

-and that these system1scontain both content and process. The exaMin:,

ation of thoug t gystems in the various disciplines would be an
important, activity both forteachers.in the development of.teachi-ng
strategies and foi-s&dents as a. part of the ledrhing process.

0

RequirementS 'for dontent
4 .

qt

Maker (1982a) has established certain-rqquirements that must
be Met by content that becomes a part of the curriculum for gifted

students: a focus on abstract:ideas and concepts, complexity---,of

ideas and, an organization of facts and information

around key concegspr.ideas'that facilitates economy.in the learn-
ing process. With regard to the actual categories of content, she
suggests a systeMatic sampling of major branches of knowledge in
addition to the study of creative, productive people and methods o
nquiry used in the various branches of knowledge studiedao .

.
.

When developing the content to include in a curriculum for
gifted studentsi'it is essential.that content experts-be involved



in reviewing and commenting on the signifiCaace, usefulness, and
validity'of the ideas to be taught.' Teachers who must be'familiar
with Many'different-disciplines cannot be experts-in every.aree
they teach,..so...the advice and assistance of-such eUperts-is
necessary. ',Bruner (1960) suggests two criteria fox use'in making
decisions about theinclusion of content: (1) when fully developed,N
is the concept worth being known by an adult? and (2) h#ing known
it as a child, does a personbecome,a better adult? If the answer
to either of these questions is negafive.or ambiguous, the material
is o'cluttering" the curriculum.

Some examples of key ideas that have been reviewed by experts
and included:in curriculums for the gifted aie.the f011owihtjr °

e
Language Arts

Humans use language for a variety.of purposes, including the.
allowing: to entertain, to persuade, to inform, to celer'
brate;"to judge, and to solve problems. .

SCience

Patterns of regularity. .exist in Our physical, and living
environments. piscovering,measuring, describing, and
classifying these-patterns is the-,business of science.

. Social Studies I
ote.

S9ience and techlogy are accelerating the rate of change in
the world, not.only generating data abOut the earth and human'
existence, but also providingan expanded range of choices
available to human beings in lifestyle,"ethnicS, medicine,
environmental modifications, conflict resolution, nuturition,
etc. Whether these choices will be made in,the best interests
of hUmanity -depends upon the ability of individuals grid in
stitutions to forieetheiz ramifications.

Mathematics

The use of Mathematics is interrelated with all computation
activities. Everyday situations can be translated i to mathe-
ma,tical expressions,.solved with mathematics, and the esults
can be interpreted in light of the initial situation..

Requirements for Process ..

J.
.

The processe ;used in programs for the gifted must also meet
certain req irements (Maker, 1982a). .They. must emphasize fligher
levels of t inking (i.e., the use rather than acquisition of
informatibn); must be open-ended; bothin the design of the:,
activities and in'the attitudes of ths teacher.implementing them;
must develop inductie reasoning processes through discovery when-
ever possible; should:require students to explaintheir reasoning

.
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as well .as provide their conclusions; should permit students to.

choose topics to study and methods to use to the extent that
students are self-directed in their.learning; .shoul&encourage
and'Permit interactipm in group situations; and must be paced
rapidly' sp that students d6 not becomebored. To maintain
.interest and.develop a variety ofthinking skillsi*teachersshould.
also employ a variety of methods, including discussions, lectures,
learning centers, Simulations; field trips, committee work and
projects. .

. .

In the deelopment 'of:process plans for a curriculumfor
gifted students,.there.is a.yariety, of models available. Certain
models are more appropriate than others for.use in programs for
the gifted because they meet many,or most of the process require-
ments listed above (Maker; 1982bIand because they are adaptable
to and compatible,with each other and-with the goals.of programs
for the gifted. These apprdaches include those, developed by
Blopm(1956),Krathwohl (Krathwohl, Bloom, & Masia; 1964), Sruner
(1960), uilford (1967; 1972)Kohlbersi.(1966), Parries (1971),
Renzulli (1977), Taba (Institute. for Staff Development, 1971a,b,c,d
Taylor (L968), Stevenson, Seghini, Timothy, Brown, Lloyd, 2imMer- -

.man, Maxfield, & Suchanan.(1971), Treffinger (1975), and Williams
q1970). Other models also' exist, bueare less. well-known and. not
usea quite as frequently (e.g*.i, Conceptual Blockbusting (Adams,
1976)., The Purdue TItree-.cage Model (Kolloff &-Feldhusen, .1981:

Flack and Feldhusen, 1983)]. -*Thus, there is,not'as much inforril-'
tion available On their effectiveness or adaptability.

The use-of one particular model as a basis for the develop-
ment of proceSses, aktihoUgh common, is not necessary, and is--/
usually 4not desirable`ince no one model meets all thePrOOess.
,requirements for programs,for the gifted. The different approaches
have different strengths and weaknesses_ which are directly.related
to their purposes and reasons' for pvelopment. Thus, the most
effective process Plans will combin&several models to achieve the.
.desired result. Use of models is strongly encouraged, howeVer,
.rather' than a "hit=or-piss" approach because models have been tested,
refined, and constructed as ways to systematically and appropriately
develop fecertain thinking skills in chtldlor Ai) entirely ecleCtic,
or a.:'hit-or-miss"approach does not have:the background of research
and development ti'latcan.%suggest its. potentialtfor success in
achieVing program goals relatedAo the development of abstract rea-
soning skills ''how to thinkWin gifted students (Maker, 1982b) .

In 'a discussion of ways to implement Taylor's (1968) multiple
talent approach, Ma3:er-(1982b) gives-an example in which Taylor's
category of forecasting is combined' with Taba's (Institute for
Staff Development, 1971c) questioning strategY for application'of
generalizations.

7

In the next activity, students. a34e asked to extend their .51.

thinking about the present activity and to predict what
might happen in a new situation based .orr what happened
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a'
.in the. previous experiment: "Suppose that the volcano
continues to erupt at least twice a month with about
the same force as in thepast: What.do you think the
health of the loCal,xesidents will'be like inifive
years?" 'After allowing the students to think'for a few
minutes, the teacherphould ask the followinguestionc
in the order listed: i

Step 1.. What do you think might happen to the'local.
residents? (List all predictions, only stop,)
ping the flow to seek clarification of unolealr
ideas.)

(7
Step 2.' Why do you think this.might happenAtliat is,

what were some of the result8 of your experi-
i

meat that led you to believe that might happen)?
(Ask far reasons for all predictions.)

Step 3. What other conditions would be necessary, both
before and 'during this time, to make.this'predic-
tion cometrue? Why would that,be necessary?
(Ask for conditions and reasons/for as many of
the predictions as pOssible.)/

Stdp 4. Suppose all the conditionS you listed as.
necessary did happen and this.prediction (select
a few medium-range predictions from the list)
did come true,_ What would happen then? (Follow
the sameprocedures'a8/in number three with each
Of the new predictions.)

Step 5 Based on this discussion and what you already
know, what would'you concliadecwould be'most
likely to happeh to athe health of the local
residents in five years2- How:did you reach. this
conclusion? Why did you conclude that would
be the most likely result?

During thiS discussiOn, the teacher.should'be an active
listener,.noticing the:types of Conditions andconse-
quence8 listed by students. He or she should make.certain
the students consider the'human''element (social awareness),.

. patterns or Chains Of cause-effect relationships (con-
ceptUal foresight),' and possible changes that might occur

*.that would, affect the predicti9ns (penetration).

The-gaylor and Taba strategies are coMbined because Taylor's
model presents some very good guidelines for identifying particular.
kinds of ta).ent, such as forecasting, but does not provide methods
for teacher questioning, and aquestioning-sequence-that has been
validated as aluccessful way of developing abstract reasoning'
skills Pertainingto the ability,to make predictions. Essentially,
the Taylor'model provides the oVerall'focus for the activity, but
Taba's'strategy provides the specific questions.
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Meaningless Content versus Meaningful Content

....

As one migh expect logically, it .ie.possible to separate*
'ctontent from pr cess_, but it is,not-Possible to entirely separate
process from ntent. If-one examines the'two examples given in
this paper, the ailing of the-above statement can beccme clear.
The examples-0 content.(p. 3) do not suggest or denote any
particular kind 'of process to be used: ;However, the example of
:yroCess (p. 4) did suggest, a particular.type of tbontent. The

.--"-(-students were asked to predict what would happen to the health of
local residents ika volcano ContinueSto erupt. The content is
essentially "environmental conditions can have a Strong impact on
the heSlth of humans,"'or, at a more abstract level, -all living
organisms interact with their enVironmeRt,and these interactions,
determine change in the organism"

Even though process activities' must of necessity contain some..
reference. to content, it is possible to design interesting, fli
process activities with meaningless content, andhgrein lies the
major criticism faced by many programs for,the gifted in the past.
The content of many process activitiep did not possess the richness,
significance, and organization, or sequencing that.was necessary to
develop4an understanding of academic disciplines while enhancing
thinking skills. Many times I.have-tried to defend the familiar
activity to develop and test creative thinking "What are all-the

. _u'es you can dank, of for a tin can ?"

Let me hasten to add'that I believe in the usefUlness of such
activities. They can be very valuable as warm-up exercises to "get
the'creative juices.' lowing" and developor measure divergent think-
ing without penalizing indiyiduals because of their lack ofinforma-
tic:0 about a particular topic. However, such activities should not
form the basis of a program'fok the gifted, nor should they con-
stitute a majority of-the.activities in a classroom for gifted
students. We should instead be designing activities ,that will serve'
'the dual purpose of developing divergent thinking and other thinking
skills and developing an. understancing of major ideas and theories
in the chief branches of knowledge. Following are some examples of
teaching activities usiNg meaningless content followed by the same
process used with content that meets requirements for appropri-
ate content for the gifted.

Example #1-

Thisexampie uses.Parnes'i (1967) Creative Problem Solving
aproach. A problem situation is either presented to the students.
or identified!bythem. The group-and/or each individual goes
through the identified steps to reach an acceptable solution.

Problem Situation.A. Mrs. Gonzales has been hairing repeated
visits from various religious groups who send individuals out to
talk with people about their church'and its viewpoints. She does
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not feel that she has time to talk with these people, and
not really interested. However, they are very persisteift, and_, she
is having a difficult time being rude'to them!

1. Fact - Finding. List the .facts that are known about
the situation: List the informatiOn that needs to.
be known in order to deve3lop a solutin. .Discuss
possible sources for the unknown information.

2 Problem-Thinking.
in the situation.
identify a problem
.a solution to the

3.

Identify the underlying problem
Analyze the information and

.

which, if solved, would provide'
major issues.

k
Idea-' Finding. List as many 'possible ideas
think of for solving thd problem. Use the
brainstorming and defer,judgment or evaluation: Fodus
on quantity rather than quality of ideas.

,

as you,,can

rules of

. Solution-Finding. Choose criteria for evaluatimq
the ideas. Apply these criteria to the ideas to.
Choose the best solution. Examine the ideas to see
which*ones could' be combinedor.modified' to make them
more useful.

N.

.5. Acceptance-Findinci. Develop ,a plan for implementing
the solution chosen. Consider all audiences who must
accept the solution, make.plansfor answering their
.questions, and decide how to convince them the splu-
tion is

.

Problem Situation B. Several Years ago,.the7 was'a series of
riots in the-maximum security prison in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
:Many 'priSoners were killed by other prisoners and several guards
and workers were also killed. Much damage was done to the yalson
as well. 'Since' that time, the state legislature and other officiLs
in tie State of New Mexico havebeen struggling with the issue of J,

whether to build,another prison or to develop a new'reformsysiem,
and what'kind of-prison or system would be needed to prevent problems
such as these.

1. Fact-Finding. List the facts that are known about the
situation. List the information that needsto be-known
in order to develop a solution. Discuss possible
sources bur the unknown information.,

2. Problem-Thinking. Identify the'underlying problem.
in the situation.' Analyze the information and
identify a problem which, if solved, would provide
a solution to the major.issues.
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3. Idea-Finding. List as "many possible ideas as you can
think of for solving the problem. Use the rules of
brainstorming and deferju4gment or,evaluatiOn. Focus

.., on quantity rather than quality of ideas.

,

4. Solution-Finding. Choose criteria for evaluating.
the10.deas. Apply these criteria to the ideas to
choose 'the' best solution. Examine the 4 eas'to.see
which.ones could be combined or modifie to make,them
more useful.. '

& .

5: Acceptance- Finding. Develop a plan for implementing
the soiiitO.on chosen. Consider all.audiences.whojaust

. ' ,

accept the solution, make plans for answering their _

questionS, and decide how to convince them the solu=
-----.tion is4Appropriate.

In this exam ple the proces$ is eXactly 'the same for,bpth situa=
tions. Groups andior'individuals complete 'the steps,and the teacher
either leads theM,through the process or assists them. in How-
ever; the compiekity-ofSituatiOn B.is much greater as is its -

signficance for our social system. Students can-conduct research
into many important issues while attempting to solve this problem,
and must deal with more absEract'ideas that have a certain richness
in their ability,to stimulate thought. Although Situation A can
certainly sereas. a..:warm-up,.and can be used to teach students how
to use the Creaave prOblem-Solving Process,.thp content 8f the
majority of problem situations presentea to :g'ifted studenp should
be of the type illustrated by'Situation B.

Equally important, hOwever:.isthe planning of teaching activ-
ities around a central idea or theme a."big idea" or 'generalization
that brings continuity and organization to the concepts and information
that are presented:or taught to gifted students. problem Situation B.

/ he-One of several 'activities designed to develop an underAtand-
ingof a bigger idea such as "Every society has had rules, written
or unwritten, by 'which social control over the people's conduct is .

1maintained."

-Example #'2

' In this example, Williams's (1972) Strategies for Thinking and
Feeling, especially the strategies of attributes And provocative
questions are used as the process approach.' In each case, a sample
list of teacher questions is included.

.9uestion'Sequence A

1. LiEt all the qualities of thiS ballpoint pen.
2. How'woula a caveman ,react to this pen?
3. ibw pen. -like a tomato?
4. What would happen if suddenly all the ballpoint pens

in'the world were destroyed?
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Question Sequence-'B

qualities of living things.
qualities of non-living things.
are living things different from non - living

' 1.

2:
3.

List all the
List all the
In what ways
things? , .

5)

r

. . ,
- 0

4. In what ways are Vying things simila'VO non-living
.thiri-,s? . ' .

5'. How would /does a tree. '(living.thing) react to a
. sidewalk (non-living thing)?

/6
.6.... What Wo happen if an object or item were discoverkd

which d the (Describe -,
some.of the characteristicg,of living:things and some.
of.s,the characteristics of non-living things.)?-

As in the first example, question sequence B provides and
requires more'significant content although sequence A can be-used as
a warm-up exercise and 1 was' tcdevelop familiarity with divergent-
type questions; The process objectives are similar in-both situa-
tions. Sequence B'can be even more appropriate if it is part'of
a group of activities designed to develop an-abstract concept such
as "Patterns of regularity exist in our physical and living environ-
ments.* Discovering, measuring.

. describing-, 'and classifying' these
patterns is the business of science.6

Summary .

If piograms for the gifted-are to survive inthe 80s, educators
must devise acceptable answers to some 'or the criticisms of-our- .

-curriculums. We must be ready with defendable answers,' and must
.clearly show. how we are.making our programs oonnect4d to, but not
repetitive of the regular curriculum. _Teaching acttyities must be
as signifiCant and as'meaningful as -POSsible,.and we must be able
to deMonstrate Access in both-ie development of reasoning )tills
\and,the development of deep insights into important ideas., Inte-;
grating high -levellcontent.with processes that develop higher levels .

of thinking is<6ie way to achieve.these-goals.
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Books RecoMmended for F011ow-uP of Ideas

Gallagher, J.J., Teaching the Gifted ChEld: tostoni'MA.: Allyn
and Bacon, Inc:, 1975. (Available from Allyn and BaCon, Inc.A.
470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts,'02210) ,

- .

..
. '

This-book-provides.anintroduction to programs and curlriculum
ideas /strategies for the gifted. It is divided into five sections:
(1) The Gifted Child and His school Aiscusses definitions, identifica-
tiont.characteristics, and the interaction of .gifted students with
the. school program; (2) Content Modifications, for the* Gifted pre-
sentsideas and.concepts, as well as methods, that areappropriate
for a curriculum .for gifted students in the areas of s ience,

C.Mmathematicb, social studies, and language arts; (3) St i Iation of
Productive Thinking covers problem-solving strateies an the develop-
ment of creativity; (4) Administration and Training fbr the Gifted
disCuSses'models1for organization/administration of programs for
the giftedLand-appropriate staffing of such programs; and (5)

-1.

Special Problem Areas includes information.about gifted under-
achievers and the culturally different gifted child. Jim Gallagher
Writes in a very clear, interesting, readable style, and he pre-
sents 2(any practical ideas for teaching. that integrate content and
process in ways that are recommended in this paper.

Maker, C.J. , Curriculum Develop d.._ RockAlle Md.:

Aspen Systems Corporation, 1982. '(Available from Aspen Systems.
Corporation, 1600 Research Boulekrard, Rockville, Maryland, 20850),

This,.book provides an overall framework for the development
of a comprehensive curriculum for gifted students. It is divided
into three. sections. The first, general principles of curriculum
development' for the gifted, contains chapters content, prNess,
product, aicl learning environment Modifioptions of the regular
school curriculum to make it more appropriate for the gifted.
Included are explanations df the principles as well as examples of
how they can be implemented. The second section, developing your
own program, includes a discussion of general considerations in
curriculum development, a step-by-step plan for developing a
.curriculum for the" gifted, methods for adapting the curriculum for
special. populations of the gifted, and methodi for developing
individualized programs. Integrated approaches, the final section,
presents curriculums' from four programs for the gifted (early
childhood; elementary resource room, riddle -school4 and high school)
that have been implemented and field tested, and which are. xamples
of the use of the general principles and processes advocated in the
book. The book is clear and readable, presenting many practical
examples of the concepts discussed.
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Maker, d.J., Teaching Models-in Education of the Gifted. Bockville,
Md.: Aspen Systems Corporation, L982.' (Availablefrom ASppn-

. Systems Corporation, 1600 Research Boulevard, Rockville, Maryland,
20850)'

It this book, ten teaching - learning models commonly used in
and advocated.for.use in programs for the. gifted are analyzed and

------- described _.The_chapter_on_each_model_includes_a_:di6Cussion_of

assumptions underlying the model, elements or parts of the moidel,.
the modifications of the basic curriculum addressed by thb model
(this. refers baCk to the generil 'principles presentecin section
one of Maker's curriculum.development book), and suggesiions for
modifyigg or adapting the model so that it 4.8 'make appropriate for
use with the gifted. Each chapter also contains information about
how the model was developed, research on its effectivenss, and a
discussion of its advantages, and disadvantages. Many examples Of
teaching.activities'and materials are includedin each chapter,
along with Farts for quick cOmparidons of.the inodels. A beginning
chapter disdusses the role of beaching learning models.in curriculum
develOpment for the gifted and briefly reviewsthe general principles
of a curriculum for the gifted. A fi,nalchapter discusses how the
models. can'be evaluated, adapted, and cOmbined inthOlevelopmeni
of a comprehensive plan. The models included are he following:

Benjamin Bloom and David Kraihwohl: The Cognitive and
Affective Taxonomies

Jeiome Bruner: The Basic Structure-of:a Discipline
J. P. Guilford: -theStructure. of Intellect
Lawrence Kohlberg: Discussionsof Moraf.Dilemmas
Sidney Parnes: .Creative Problem Solving
Joseph S.ltenzulli: The:Enrichment Triad
Hilda Taba: Teaching Strategies Program
Calvin Taylor: Multiplb Talent Approach
Donald J. Treffinger: Self4-Directed Learning
Frank .Williams: Teaching Strategies- fOr Thinking
. and Feeling

t
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WHAT IS IT TO BE AtTEXPERT?'

Michael I. Posner

_

How do we identify a erpon4aaL:txceptional or gifted? One
° aspect istruely expertper.formence:i*Soitedomain.

An adult or
child who composes music, rOnpextreme*faSt orscoresjarticu-
larly high on academic achievement tests may be.Said*to'begifted
oet*ceptiOA41-.---Ohliadozen.:years or so has experi-
mental -research:in dOghitiveA)sycholOeand related disciplinea
begUn to understand what. is required'to:,be expert in some domain.

Expert Performance

How did we ariveat this understanding of expertise and
what implications might it have for Understanding the nature of
giftedness or exceptionality in children?

One of the moststrikini-exampies of experimental..research
into exceptional perfoimance attempts to explain the. ability qf
people to perfoim exceptiOnhl ftats.of.memory. A very simple

.

traditional memory test is to repeat back the digits that you hear
as accuratelyas possible. The average college student,is capable_
of repeating about eight of these digits. TiemOry experts,.however
often repeat twenty r more digits. What-is the .basis of this
exceptional memory-on the part ofpeople who are especially expert?
William Chase at Carnegie Mellon University (EricssonS Chase,
1982} trained two normarTeople to reMtiber a sequence of random
number's, so they'Could repeat it back. immediately after'presenita-
tion. The ,best subject- after 250days;,of practice was capableof
repeating random digit spans as long as 80 items'in,length.
did so :;by a relatively simple tee-pique. He4grouped the digits
.into chlinks of three or four digits based on what htthought was
a codabie,,running time. 'Or as Chast'puts it, "What S.F. did
Was'begin mentally td encode three and four digit:groups as run

. ning times for various races. =For example, he remembered.3, 40,
2 as 3 minutes, 49.2'seconds, near the world record;ime for run -
ing a mile." These chunks, fhen,.couldhtgrouped Into higher
level chunks, and finally when asked;t0feCall, he was able to
organize a recall of a very large numheof.digits where each
chunk had only 3 to.4 digits in i. -"Chase-was able to/tr4in.other
experimemorizers in very much the same way.. These experts showed
norm4spans if .the items were shifted from-digits to letters. In
other words, Chase found that whatappears'to be-a very, exception-
al, perhaps a photographic memory, could be obtaineciprAsuthably.
-bV-any normal person whose practice was sustained over Many days
and who applied a systematic method of coding infOrmation in
memory.

There is. some evidence that even the increase-in memory span'
which occursbetWeen the ages of .five andadulthood, from about b

. 2 or 3 items to 8 items also depends on SpeCific,learning. Most
people believe that the memory'spaninCreases beO-aiise-the capabi-
lity.of-storing information changes from childhood to adulthood.



Chi (1975) reasoned that the Change in memory span might result,
fromi:the child simply .learning more about how to code and 'recog-
nize letters an digits. Compare a brief exposure to a list of
8 arabic digits 'With a list, of 8 Romen.NuMerals, The Roman
Numerals are certinly familiar but they take time to name and
thus, your ability.to code .e number of items in a fixed exposure
time is reduced. The studies of Chase and Chi indicate how im-.

_portant specific long continued experience_is_for expert skill.

Striking evidence on the-nature of expertise atose-from
'.:studies of chess which began nearly 25 yes ego when a famous .

Dutch chess master, Adrian peGrOot (1967"fiegari to study the
_intellectual capabilities and coding pi6Cesses of chess masters
compared to less expert chess players. He'beganhiS study of

:expertise by the use of protocol-analysis: That is, he attempted
to have chess masters, expert and novice players::speak aloud as
they selected a chess Move. He thenanalyzed in detail the depth
-tO which they searched the board, their use of various heuristics

capture the center of the board-and other aspects` of
their thought processes.' He found relatively little difference
between people who were only.-.fair chess players,and people who
were chess masters. A striking:thirig.was.that the chess masters
picked the'right-movespbutthere:was nothing in the protocol of
their thought processes that Seelired to indicate why it was that
they were so much better than experts.

.

Nekt DeGroot did an interesting thing. He required each
of the players to reproduce a chess position after a 5 second
exposure to a .slide of the 20th move of a chess mastei'sgame.:
These were games with whichall the players were equally unfam-
iliar, but they wete.the type of game that Might be played by
masters. 'He found the differences in memory were striking indeed.
Chess masters could reproduce nearly all the pieces on theboard
with few errors. Whereas, chess experts and novice players had
much poorer performancei This work has been replicated many times.
with chess players and had been found:in other forms of expert
performance.

' -
-

-Chase and Simon (1973) studied in detail some of the mental.
processes involved in this memory performance and unsurprisingly,

,

. they found much of the same thing as in the study of expert memory.
They found. that..the reproduction consisted of chunks of informa-
tion which represefit.anitsfk the cheis. board. When either'the.;
chess masters Or the expert players were recitlired-4b.produce a
meaningless chess position, that is, ones that had been scrambled,
their performance was very much reducecind about equivalent.
Chess masters* very muchlike the memory,expert were good in the
specific domain of meaningful chess position. Tfiey did not show

-.- a greater memory sin general, but only in this s ecific domain.

Cognitive psychologists suppose that .ther are some domains
where nearly everyone becomes an expert much 1 e thechess master.
Consider reading English words. We all have had many hundreds of
hours' eiperience with reading. We can do so effortlessly,0



essentially automatically. Yet it A a very formidable achieve--ment. Avery brief exposure to a set of letters produces a
representationof the particular word which was seen. In the ex-
pert reader words are handled so well that letters seen within.
.a word are often more visible than the letter is by itself.'
Reicher (1960 exposed subjects to either four letter words (e.g.,WORD) or individtal letters (D). These were followed by a mask
so it became .very difficult to see the words or letters. He theftgave each-subject

-a-forced---choice-betWeed-tWarlatars....(DOrk)--
that both made perfectly acceptable EngliSh words. 'Thus, they--;
could.not guess based on theif knowledge of the Eng-litEiguage;
but they still did better when the letter.was-in a word than in
isolation. Thus, some Of-the sai coding. and chunking
feats that are features 0..expert chess.flayers are also present,
in those.of us who may he less generally gifted when we have,been
'exposed to a suiFficlently large number of trials to allow the per-
formance to become truely automated.

Skill Acquisition.

Herbert Simon (Chase & Simon, 1973) has reasoned master's
level chess'playerb have spent 10,000 to 20,000 hoiirs staring at
chesS positions. To:put this in perspective, the student who
spends 40 hours a week for 33 weeks spends 1320 hours a year .

studying. Imagine spending more than 10 years in college studying,
one subject, chess, and you get some appreciation'of the time
commitment of master''s level players. As a result of such eXten-
sive study, they are believed to store from 10,000 to 100,000
different chess patterns. Simon concludes that it is reasonable
to assume that a chess master can recognize 50,000 different con-
figurations of chess which is.not'too far different from the
number of different words that an English reader may be able to
recognize.

Fortunately; we now know something about how information is rep-resented in the memory system during learning (Anderson, 1983).
Consider learning a set of statements such as "a doctor is in the
.bank", "a fireman is in the park", "a lawyer, is in the chprch", -
"a lawyer is in the park". This set of sentences can be represen-
ted in terms of a propositional network. What is important is

-.that the concept "lawyer" is related both to its loCation in the
church and its locatiOn 4n the park. There are two relation-

:ships stemming from, the sameconcept.

How do we know the structure of the memory? Ode clue is that
3the more items that are associated. with a particular node the
longer the time it takes to retrieve any particjilar item. Thus,
experimental.sttdies having subjects learn relationships of this
sort and asking them then to answer as quickly as possible such
questions as "is there a doctor in the"park?" show that the time
to answer any question is a function of the number of relationships

.

stemmin,from any one node.
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This finding suggests that propositions about lawyers aretied toa single concept node in memory. Clearly there is a
paradox '1 -.the more items attached toany one node, die longer
the retrieval time and yet, experts do not necessarily take longer.
to retrieve information.. In part, this paradox is overcome.by thelong practiceWhich is associated with becoming an expert. The
reaction time for retrieving information improves-,with practice
-and comes to be independent:of the number of propositions attachedto a node. 'The expert must also unify the stored information-\

into a meaningful whole that allows it to be :retrievedmore,
Allsually,.we do not.ask the exact question but a questionthat might be.inferred or thought to be consistent with what we

know about the infilormation. Experimental studies suggest that.when subjects are required only 'tb say whether infbrmation is'con-
sistent with what\has been learned, the more information they have.about the context,.the more quickly such information can' be re;.-jected. This may also be a way in which the expert can quicklyanswer questions which would reqUire a study of the individual
stored information on the part of non experts. These studies of
,memory representation after long training may begin to give us
'methods to assess and guide thetraining of expertise.

Expert Systems

Our understanding of the spetific nature of human expertness
has' progressed far enough so that we are begin:ding to see the de-

'velopment of artificial computer based systems which are able-to
achieve some of the same performance as the expert. These systems
take advantage of the fact that digital computers are general
purpose processors of 'symbols, 'There now are methods' for repre-
senting information in symbolic data structures, manipulating
these structures and heuristics for searching, through them (Duda
& Shoricliff, 1983). Some of these expert systems are being put
to use in tasks like deciding which antibiotic to prescribe, geo-
logical exploration and testing pulmonary functions.

These findings about the importance of representing informa-tion in memory for understanding
expert performance 'have been

embodied in these computer systems. Ina recent article, Duda and
Shortliffe say:

"The. early hope that A relatively small number of powerful
general mechanisms would be.sufficien* to gene-rate intelli-
gent behavior gradually waned.. .When siinificant problems
were addressed, it was often discovered that problem inde-
pendent, heuristic methods alone werd,incapable of handling
the sheer,''combinatorial complexity that was encountered.
Similarly, general problem solving techniques confronted.in
precisely stated qproblems", "uncertain facte.and "unrella.:
ble axioms" were found to be inadequate to the task.

When 'it was asked how. people wfa-e able to devise. solutions
to these problems a frequent P.116wer was that people possess
knowledge at'which the prograMs were wholly innocent. This1 1

4
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knowledge is employed in a variety of ways...in-clarifying'
the problem suggesting the kinds of procedure to use, judg-
ing tHe reliability of facts. and deciding whether a,solution
is reasonable."-

,The'growing recognition of the many kings of knowledge re-
-quired for ;high performance reasoning-systems changed the shape of
AI research. In thwords of Goldstein and Pap-i..ert as quoted by
Duda and Shortliffe: 'f

"Today there hat been a shift in/paradigm. The fundamental
problem of understanding intelligent&behavior is not the
identification of a few powerful techniques, but rather the
question of how to represent large4amountsot knowledge in
a fashion that permits their effective use and interaction.
The current point of view, is that the problem solver,
whether man or machine, must. know explicitely how to use its
knowledge. With general techniques supplementedby.a domain
specific pragmatic know how. Thus, we see AI as having
shifted from a power based strategy for achieving intelli-
gence to a knowledge based approach."

Individual Ability

The burden'of this work on expertness ilaa hopeful one. Ordi-
nary-people seem tohave within theM the potentiality for expertise
should they be.able to acquire the large technical vocabulary and
make the long commitment of study that such eicpertise requires.
But this can hardly be the whole story. then we have the insight
that children are gifted or exceptional we suppose not just that
they are experts in some domain but that they have the capacity
to acquire expertise in many domains more quickly than others who
may not be able to acquire at all. The studies that I have presen-
ted so far do not support this insight, but there are other studies
which do.

Lyon (1977) studied the very same memory span tests thai I
referred to in the work of Chi and Chase. Lyon studienormal
adults who differ widely in their memory'span, Memory span is a
skill which is highly correlated with the overall, scores that peo-
ple obtain in intelligence tests. Lyon wished to know what is the
basi's of these individual differences. The burden of the studies
of Chi and Chase would. suppose that they must lie ineither overall
experience or,some specific strategy such as chunking or grouping
material. Lyon induced several specific strategies in his subjects
and their.performance greatly increased. However, the individual,
differences remained pretty much the same. The strategies, although
important, did not erase the seemingly-more basic differences. among
individuals., /

Most of us maintain an intuition that there are important
underlying differencesamong people in how well they could develop
expertise. Even within indiNliduals it is hard to believe that
there Is not more potential for the development of some capabilities

.
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than othersome people seem to learn music easilyibut have
trouble with languages, while others acquire mathematics effort-
lessly but do poorly in mechanical ability?' A .hundred years of
testing of intelligencel3y paychometriCians is based on an.effort
to build a measurement technology based upon this intuition.

Wrhild the psychometric approach to intelligence testing was
not reiated to:any theory of_intelligPPePi_mOre:recent_effOrts-

----biiiifiiie-iiiYEhologists (Runt, 1983) are basgd upon elle theory
of symbolic representations I have been discussing.. They seek'
to. measure cognitive priocessea in Various.domains. It seems
:Clear that some people are systematically faster than others in
retrieving the names.of letters or words, An performing mental
operations on visual images and in comprehending written and oral
Wordshe ability, to find consistent individual differences,in
the speedof'information proc,essing and the correlations often. ,
sfound,between,this speed and psychometrically measured intelli-,
gence have led some (Jensen, 1979) to argue that we now have
clear measures oflundamental mental operations that are culture
fair and that give us a more 'direct approach to the efficiency
of the neural systems underlying cognition. Indeed there are
'someimpressiveresults tieing studies of speeded processingjn
normal:and brain injured human's that suggest deep-ties'between
the performance of elementary mental operationg and brain function,
,particularly in reAine(Coltheart, 1982).

Yet' remain very skeptical that the measurement so far
achieved tae. thought to. be of reflection of past learning
in any fundimentalseftse. 4emeQber that Chi found that:improve-
ments overF15 years in speed'bf recogfiieing digits could;te,based

.4bnexperientes thaehfltiehce even ehis fundamental measuiment
c memory. It canAWargued that many. of the tests emplq(ed to
Study elementary operations similarly reflect.pastexperiefice
with symbols, trainingih-maintenance:of alertness andA.n con-
forming-tO theeXperiMenter's.goais.

The'problem of producing an expert may be not so Much in
selecting someone phó has special 'capability but to create-and' L-
maintain the motivation needed for the long continued training.
Whether someone will work hard is Itself a possible basis of in-
dividual differences. Only Motivated people might undergo the
long training necessary to beCoMe a chess master. Perhaps we
should be using these new cognitive tests of mental operations to
determine. which domains of material seem to be the most promising
for a given individual.. Understanding that these may be prop-
erties not only of innate abilities, but of interest :in the field.,
From this perspective.it.yill be important to asses's motivation as.
well as capability of learning. withinany domain. Tests of speed of
mental operations ihay elk; help:us,assess the structure obtained. .

at any level of practice and-guide the exercises needed to aid in
the d'welopment'of expertise.
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Summary

We began this paper by noting that there is nol, a cognitive,
science,related to the representation and execution of expertperf6 Thisscience has developed a technology in the formof ,p ams for performing tasks whiCh formerly were done'only, by expert'-. While this technology is still prihtive, it rep-resents an important contribution of fundamental research on thenature of representation

of_information in-memory:-3-Behind thistechnology is a better understanding of what it means to be an'expert. Expertness lies more in.an elaborated semantic memorythan in,a general reasbnin process. Such knowledge, is present,not only in`the performance of unusal people, but for skills likereading,is widely distributed in all of us. We are Beginning tounderstand.the nature of the' propositional network that underliesuch representation. The exp61.'has available access to the com--plex network system of this sort without any conscious represen-tation of the search processes that go on in its retrieval.

Despite the overwhelmingemphasis in the 'recent cognitiveliterature on the ability of any person to achieve expert perfor-mance with practice, there is still consirable evidence in theliterature that individuals may differ in overall ability orparticulax abilities. Our new knowledu. a.0out the nature of
experftpss shoUld suggest ways in which these basic capabilitiesand interests may interact with'the acAuisition of informationin the production,of expert- perfiormance: Perhaps they will alsogive is method for sustainingthe necessary motivation to achievetruely expert performance.

f
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IDENTIFICATION AND INTERVENTION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD

Mildred C. Robeck
University of Oregon

6 The'schoors, these days, are being deluged with a kind
public-attention that.comes with stormy times -- attention that is
both confused abolit its goals and close-handed about its commitment.

' Historically, the_ cycles of concern for improvement in education
came withan industrial revolution, a great depression;) a.world-
wide war, and the emergence of a bear of a country who seemed to
threaten us. Currently, the winds of portend blow .from West and
East. There isa perceived military threat frdm,theaSOviet Union,
with whom we must catchup, and an economic threat from Japan,.
with whomye must compete in world markets. Without denigrating
the importance of literacy and purpose in a democracy, I would
like2to locus on the children, Whom we ought to be thinking about,
and their right to a life of learning.

The quality Of learning children do in schools should become
a litele better each decade,,because of what we discover about
learning and teaching. The education of all children ought to be
a national pfiority in time,47affluence and national prestige, as

.

well as in times of national crisis. During this current climate
'of refoim, the special attention giVen to especially capable
students will include very young'children. This will occur, in
part, because of the rapid conceptual development that has been
found to occur during the early years and, in part, because the
enduring effects of early cognitiye stimulation has been demons-
trated. Those of us whose particular responsibility is early
education welcome this new high in attention to the gifted and
bright among our children.

One of the first questions that arises in this context is,
"Why would one want to identify giftedness in children so young?"
The argument against early education dates to Rousseau, about 1750,
who belieyed that children could not think abstractly until seven
or eight and could not think logically until eleven or twelve.

- .But-those who still follow this argument do so on philpsophical
grounds; rather than from the evidence on learning research. These
modern discipres:;usually fail to'mention Rousseau's view that
children (ideally) leaLn_their letters at home from spice jars and
other labels and learn to read from story_books, under the tutelage
of an idealized mother-teacher.

Intervention strategies, aimed at early cognitive
1
development,

often cite Hunt (1961) and continue, with Bloom (1964). This paper
will bypass a review of the learning-research of the 1960's'and 70's

focus on the literature about talented and gifted groups,
draging from data-based-conclusions about eariyadentificatiop.
Four topics are included: a rationale for early intervention, the
heterogeneity of precocious youngsters, criteria for early-identi-
fication, and a discussion of some do's and don'ts.of.garly inter-
vention.
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Rationale for Early'Interventidn

Without identification, including a profile of intellectual
strengths and relative weaknesses,'a learning environment that is
appropriately adjusted is not possible. The feasibility of iden-
tifying cognitively advanced'children as young as three years has
been researched and documented by Robinson, Roedell and Jackson
(1979). When based on the learning characteristics of the
individual child,,,pecial programs have.positive, long-term
consequences (Robpck, 1968a). There are compelling; reasons for
arranging appropriate learning environments for the precocioUs
child, as early as the preschool level and no later thanthe
first grade. Among the.reasons for early intervention, at least
three are very important: (1) the problem of continuous motivation
for school learning, (2) the need for parental involvement, and
(3) the difficulty in later identification of children from
certain cultural and racial minorities.

Motivation for School Learning

Interest, enthusiasm, and motivation for learning -are atti_
tudes observed in most kindergarten and first grade children. Yet.
this spontaneous' response to schooling is short-lived in a high
proportion of intellectually gifted children for whom much of the
sChool environment quickly turns 'stale and:repzessive.' Themain-'
stream curriculum, which may'have an appropriSte balance of .

familiarity and novelty for more typical children, has been largely,. _
mastered by the gifted child (Gallagher,)1975). Even when'new
content isintroducedu this is learned so quickly bi-most intel-
lectually advanced students that thirinterest wanes while the
majority of the class cOrsigoletes the prescribed lessons. ,An example
is Mark, who at age seven worked his vay,through eight second
grade readers ,-while--perusing- Encyclopedia Britannica during his
of hours. The teacher's justification has been heard.-in numerous
situations'with only slight variaticin,_."I'M sure he.could read a
harder book, but he'll get those in the thirdgeade,and why push
him!' Although some gifted children are not good readers, imagine
the punishment for'Mark: hundreds of literal comprehension
questions, pages of compound words to divide, countless CVC and VC
vowels to diagraph, and excessive numbers of yes/no tems'to circle!
The point.is that five to ten percent of our primary age children,
at least, are being. subjected to an academic.phenomenOn called
"pressuring from above" (Press & Robeck, 1965).

Unless teachers have special training in screening their
classes for gifted students, approximately forty percent, two of
five gifted pupils, are not suspected of being significantly above
average. Some of these highly intelligent,children arm --siv or

overly conforming, or- untalkative. Some have 4e -hand coordi
tion that matches their chronological-rather than theik mental
age and their wilting is sloppy, some are phonetic,,spellers, some
are lazy. In a culminating assessment ofaliaents who had been
in special classes 'for the fourth through the sixth grades, their
teachers described them as difficult to motivate and wanting to_



go their various directions (Robeck, 1968b). Interviews with
underachieving gifted students in junior_high school revealed
negatime attituded toward school, disinterest, and lack\ of motiva-
tion (Bachtold, 1967). For some, the most highly gifted,.school
from the beginning was not challenging enough to generate the
affective components of motivation -- those feelings of pleasure
that are associated with accomplishment following genuine effort.

EarlY"'identification and intervention are important for all
students whose school environment fails to command effort, and for
all whose home environment fails to nurture special interests and
talents. Most'of the persons who achieve eminence'as adults-found
their special interests in childhood, whether in art, science,
mathematics, or literature (Gbertzel and Goertzel, 1962). Talent
may show itself early, but only when the opportunity is there to
explore and to experiment. Those who would delay Identification
until upper elementary or middle school years suggesta more
comprehensive base for selection than a simple IQ. Their criteria
forba special program is often limited to those who demonstrate
high motivation and creabive-ability in addition to high
intelligence (Renzulli, 1977). Quite obviously, the motivation
and the creativity may appear only in learAing enviTonments 'that
nurture these attributes. Identification at kindergarten or
primary levels enables teachers and parents to generate a variety
of interests in gifted children and to provide a learning environ-
ment that sustains motivation.

Parental Involvement

The participation of parents is essential in supplementing
' 'and enriching the child's educgtional exp4ience. Their coopera-

tive relationship with the school is more readily established
during the primary years than at any later period in the academic
life of the Kurther, parents are in a good position to
screen the Cognitively advanced child, prior to school entrance,
for referral and further. testing . They may alio seek appropriate
preschool enrollment, early admission to school, or talentdevelop-
ment classes available in the community, such as music,gymnastics,
dance, or painting.

Parental 'success in identifying gifted youngsters.is varied,
but, like teachers, parents can learn the signs of early, precocity.
Often they notica if a child is cognitively more advanced than
older siblings or children of similar age' down the bloc!( Parents
may

.

not be effective in precise-predictions, such as an IQ score,
but_they should be 'alerted to some of the characteristics that_
call for different kinds of educational experience. 'Patents can
cue -the teacher to_f_unther.--explore their:child's special:needs.-- ----

Some early%behaviors. to note are the following:

Advanced speech. The developmentgl stages for qpeech
acquisition are knOwn (MoskoWitZT-1§78)-:---TheTspontaneous-use-of

, two or three word sentences during the second year of life would
'Me considered unusual linguistic advancement.

3



Complex vocabulary. Early generation of class words, rather
than merely naming things is significant if it occurs during the
third and fourth years. Classification concepts (mammals, musical
instruments; tools) and multisyllable words are common in the
vocabularies of many youngsters who are academically gifted.

Representation of details. When drawing people or animals,
they elaborate by including features not typically noted,by most
children their age. Advanced three or four-year-olds'can

.
before they start a picture, what they are going to draw, as
distinct from deciding m1.d- way'what the picture will be or changing
the content, while painting, in response to some perceptual
diversion (Luria, 1976). ,

fl

Interest in numeration. Children with unusual. potential.
mathematics, given the opportunity, dhow early interest in counting,
number identification, and number relationships. The child may
enjoy counting by 2's and 10'sor discover that there are-several
ways to make six. They maylearn to tell time and loCate special
days on the calendar.

Puzzles and games. The highly intelligent preschool child
often learns parlor, ames from older friends or siblings. some

enjoy checkers, chess, card's, ormonopoly. Some design elaborate

constructions from logoAlocks, or tinker' toys. They may show
a fascination for maps, .jigsawpuzzles, block designs, and various
activities which require-problem solving in two and three
dimensions.

Early reading and writing.. Various Studies, conducted over
the past f*e decades, have shown that relativelysmall percen-
tages-of gifted children read before they enter firdt grade.
Terman (1925) reported that nearly half of his gifted group had
learned to read begOre first grade. By using a criterion of
130 IQ, Cassidy and Vukelich (1980) reported 17 to 23 percent of
their subjects could read upon entering kindergarten. -The Advent-
of Sesame Street and the increase in numbers of children attending
preschool has hot increased preschool reading appreciably,
according to their research.

Early reading is not, of itself, an indicator of giftedness.
Durkip (1966) reported an IQ range from 82 to 170 among children.
who dame to first grade with word recognition skills. Ear*
reading might be an-adequate criterion, for temporary placement in
a special reading group, but commitment to a long=- term-program for

gifted students requires moresthan parental screening 6r early
reading, and at least one standardized intelligence test.

Mosparents of intellectually gifted children want to ful-
fill their responsp.bility toward their child, whom they seek to
guide but not to pressure. The challenge idito 'help the child
accept_his_or_her_uniqueness among peers, while remaining open to-
the exploration_ of new interests and. oals.



Inclusion of Minority Groups

Identificat 'ion at an early age is the only ,way that highly
intelligent children from manstpoor homed and certain ethnic grOups
can be found and educated fully. Wheri screened at age five by a
culturally unbiased instrument, such as the Kindergarten Evaluation
of LearningPotential (KELP), native Indians cojtribute equally to
the numbers of superior studentd (percentiles 7-9). During my
_three years wi h California Project Talent, a continuous effort
was made to ide tify appropriate numbers of black and. Hispanic
children for th special projects. Those programs which screened
no later, than second grade, by teacher observation, and identified
qly the WISC 'were much more successful in identifying both ethnic
groups than those-programs which screened at the fourth grade or
later by group tests-

Heterogeneity of.Precocious Youngsters

- Heterogeneity, the quality of dissimilarity, is apparent
almost immediately when groups of cognitively.advanced children
are brought together for instruction. Also, a psychological
assessment of a potenq.ally gifted child is characterized.by
unevenness among his or her abilities. Children judge their own
abilities against the behaviors of siblings in'the home and peers
in the preschool, Part of their affective growth requires the
development of a concept of self which assumes, "This I am good
at" and "not so.good" at certain other skills. The child makes
experiential judgements in relative terms, often identifying
particular weaknesses based on self comparison with particular
strengthS:-,._

The profiles of the Wechsler Intelligence Scales, (WISC,
1974 and WPPSI, 11)67) are-validated_indicators of.intellectual
strengths and weaknesses within an comparing the
child's subtest ptofile with a parent's checklist of behaviors
and interests, the professional teacher or consultant can
for clues to planning the child's program.

The different forms that heterogeneity may take are numerous
and appear to extend beyond the differences to be expected from
their experiences alone. Robinson, Rbddel, and.Jackson (1979)
emphasized individual differenbes in problem-solving styles.
Wechsler (1967, 1974) developed separate intelligence quotients
(IQ's) for Verbal and Performance (nod-verbal) Scales which are
quite/discrepant in pome children. Guilford found a separation
between convrgent thinking, or finding a single correct answer,
and divergent thinking or'creating-a solution basedon problem,
recognition, fluency, flexibility, or elaboratiOn (Guilford &.

- Hoepfner, 1971).

Receritly the. advances in brain research have suggested
individuality in developmental rates for, functions dominated by
one hemisphere while the other hemisphere supports and monitors
thepnctioni Linguistid-labilities, a left hemisphere dominated



function in most persons, may be quite responsive to an early envi-
ronment which is rich in speech communication, reading and writing.
Spatial interptetation and problem solving, a*fundtion usually
located in the right hemisphere-and contralateral to speedh.inter-
Tretation, may be responeive to a more diVergent environment, b4
that is an'hypothesis which reViirls further investigation,. Indi-

vidual differences in the developm nt of verbal versusspatial
Abilities have special implications foi learning. (See ditatio90
under Additional Reading.) Those whOdondUct the Programs-must.
decide whether to extend a child's, preferred mode of exploration'
ad problem solving or strengthen theeaker mode, or both;

Criteria for Early Identification

It is self'evident that the,process of identification of
giftednessshould lead to tentative. selection for a particular
spedialized program. Congruity between the identification instru-
ments and the'abilities to be developed is important. A temporary
program, such as summer term enrichment or a talent development
project of several weeks duration, requires less precision in
pretesting than a long-term commitment such as early admission to
school. All special groupings for purposes of instructiondall
for a screening step in which the larger population islooked at
for inclusiveness, rather than exclusiveness, followed by a 'step
in which further.testing and more precise criteria are applied in
final selection. This means that quickly administered tests, or
checklists by caregivers form the basis for subsequent selection.

Early identification (preschool, kindergarten, adoi.primary)
.is easier in some respects than later identification. Young
-children's abilities are.less dompounded.by unevenness in academic
opportunities; therefore it is easier to get at what is theoket-
idally "native"-in theii.intellectuakabilities. The accumulative
effects of disadvantaged home and,sdhabl environments is less
pronounced than in older students.(Martinson,1975). Also, inter-
vention for young gifted children is likely to be planned On a
broader base of intellectual enhancement than the more specialized
adSdemid programs for older students.

.
Early identification is very difficult in some respedts

because performance from one test situation to anothei:may be
less consistent than'in older children. The group .sdreeping tests,
widely available for school age children, are not suitable_ for _
preschool children. By_kindergarten-or-fiedt'grade, tests are
administered-only-in small groups and by competent teachers. The
peer and self ratings, useful for later identification, are
unsuitable for young children and must be replaced by the check-
lists of parents and teachers, who are assumed to !chow the child's
interests. Most important.of the problems of early' identification
is the'intelligence test, which is less predietive at early ages
than after the child has developed'more abstract thinking
1,?bilities.



Talent and Creative Abilities

In our system.of common education, parents have been respon-
sible for the development of talent in the 'performing'arts.
Athletic ability is important, but has. emerged in all geographic'
areas and ethnic groups through the health and physical tdUcation
'programs in't*Schools. TheundeVeloped talent in artistic , -

production could and should have some early recognition &n early
education.

The relationship between brightness (if not giftedness) and
creativity has been reported in kindergarten (Robeck and Wilson,
1967), first grade (Gilbert, 1977), elementary school (Torrance.
1972), secondary school (Getzels and Jacksbn, 1962; and MacKinnon,
1965). Tdlent development offers the students an.opportunity to
extend their special instruction to a larger population at very
little cost for multiple benefits. , The screening procedures which

. locate children in the gifted ranges above 130 IQ, will identify
many'children with the brightness.of 120 to 130 which outstanding
productivity in creative areas seems to require.

Multiple Screening Devices

The screening step in identification usually is a checklist,
.prepared especially for parent, caregiver, or teacher to nominate
a child for further testing. Some well tested checklists are

available: for preschool, Roedel and Robinson (1977); for.kinder7
garten, Tuttle and Becker (1980)-and Martinson (197.5); for first
grade, Martinson (197.5); for primary, Clark (1979). .Betsy Clewett.'
at the University of Oregon, is refining preschool checklists for
parents and.for teachers. .

Checklists are usually supplemented by abbreviated tests,
which are more objective. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
gives a quick measure of vocabulary knowledge, although it has
been criticized by Hagen (1980) as limited to relatively low-level
cognitive ability. Piagetian tasks on classification, seriatione
and conservation 'indicate the cognitive deVeloPmentof logical
thought; independent of language expression. They may be adminis-
tered by teachers and are available in kits that have been
researched for difficulty level (Fogelman, 1970).,

The Slossen fhtelligence Test (SIT) is a brief test which is
suitable for very-young children and was designed as a screening
test. If an'achievement testis desired, the Peabody Individual
Achievement-Test (FIAT) is' suitable for kindergarten and later
grades.- Tuttle and Becker (1980) haVe published the nature-and
sources of these and other tests.

The Kindergarten Evaluation of Learning Potential (Wilion
and Robeck, 1967):was designed, to identify children with high
'abilitY.'as well'as those who need other forms of intervention.
The-kitr,Tin-the-hands-of-a-competent_classroom_teacher is highly



correlated with the Binet mental age and,is Moderately predictive
of school success through'the second grade:--It is recommended
as a.screening'device for referral and possible early placement /

in'fikst'gradeolKELP has eleven items all aPOropriate-tothe
kindergarten setting and.,an unaided teacher. These'de4eloOmental
items include gross and fine motor skills, vocabulary, letter
Ise,_ auditory andvisual perteptionr, block andbead designs, bolt
board assembly, calendar. and number relations.'

Linguistic versus Spatial Abilities'

Intelligence, like love, is a.many splendored thing. The

Point Has already been made that otherwise highly intelligent
children may show uneven abilities'when teeted.in ways that
permit a profile-anklysis. Hogan (1980) emphasized that identi-
fication of gifted students should include at least four types of
cognitive abilities: (1) verbal reasoning, such as- analogies
and.classification problems; (2) abstract problem solving with
minimal verbal loading, such as classification and embedded
figure problems; (3)-spatio-visual reasoning, such as geometric
two- and three-dimensional problems; and (4),quantitative.
reasoning, such as number- series problems. 'Measures designed . . .

for young children may lack the four categories Hogan requires
for older subjects. However, it is not difficult to analyze .

those items which require verbal reasoning, as opposed to
non-verbal reasoning. Block designmazes, and embedded figures
are examples of performance or non-verbal items.

0
The University of Washington Child Development Project used

'`a' battery of identification tests for preschoolchildren.. It
included the short-fOrm of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale;
the Block Design, Mazes,-and:Arithmetic.-Subtests of the.Wechsler
cPreschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI); the
Nu erical Memory'subtest from the McCarthy Scalesof Children's
Abilities; and their own word recognition test of reading
(Robinson, Roedell and Jackson, 1979)'. This battery tests both

.linguistic and spatial-perceptual reasoning,.as well as arith-
metic and reading skills:. When the ceiling appears too low on
a WPPSI subtest, the tester continues with the parallel subt6st
of the WISC.

The criteria for identification of gifted children during
early childhood may be summarized briefly: .

* Plan a screening and testing-procedure which is congruous,
with the program(s) available to the children identified.

* Use screening devices which include as high.a percentage.
of the child population as resources (personal and monetary)
perMit.

* Employ a battery of individual tests to cover the child's
verbal, Mathematical, dnd dyaLial abilities-r,include=items-which-L-
go'beyond associative learning,to test reasoning and higher
conceptual processee.



* Give the young child ample opportunity to show his or her
maximal potential through the use of alternate tests and suitable
diversion between tests.

* Objective evaluation Should assure that the children
selected are potentially able to succeed in a special program.
Schools 'do the child and the parents no, favor by admitting
children who would be more successful in mainstream classes.

Guidelines for Intervention

Programs designed especially for intellectually gifted pre-
school children have appeared recently' (Vantassel-Baska, Schuler.
& Lipschutz, 1982 and Kitano,'1982). Like the UniverSity of
Washington program, these programs tend to be responsive to the
special-abilities of the individual children in the groups.*
Much more program information is available for kindergarten and
primacy,.frge children than for preschoolers (Rice & Robeck, 1965).
Despiti*ny reluctance to dichotomize theie guidelines, space is
compelling me to close this-report with some cogent do's and
don'ts that emerged from the kindergarten-primary classrooms
that particiliated in California Project Talent (Plowman & Rice,

1969).

Do consider acceleration by early admission,or a.planned
advancement during the early grades. Planned acceleration has
an excellent track.record in both hard-data research.and program
evaluation. If the identification procedures are adequate and
the transition is professionally supportive, the chances are
95% or better that the advanced placement will be a better
placement. for the =development of the child.

Don't underestimate the gifted child's 'ability to adapt
socially, emotionally, and academically in a peer group that is
older in chronological age:

Do give.identif ied gifted children inconspicuous oppor-
tunities to work at their own'level of achievement in all areas
of the curriculuM. They can learn quickly to prepare a biblio-
graphy, using the elementary school library. They can readmote.
advanced science books (sometimes the teacher's manual) to set
up experiments for the class: They can write math problems
within the unit of study and deposit them in a box on the
teacher's desk to be duplicated along with the contributions of
anyone in the claSs. They can write book-length stories, a few
paragraphs at a time, to be typed. and placed in the library
.coiner. TheS'e kinds of projects fit-into-the current-Olassroom-
study units and help advanced children feel they are' an,

part of the group.

.
Don't identify gifted children to visitors ink' the !presence

of pupils, "She is,one of the gifted group." This admonition
-may _seishocking_and unnecessary, but it is needed. Across:the



room, children know who is the focus of attention. Gifted

children, by and large, want to fit in, but they often need adult
cooperation if not counseling to help them.

Do, make major adjustments in the skills programs. For Mark,

whom I-mentioned'earlier, a third grade reader would be much less

than an appropriate adjustment. Sixth or seventh grade books
would have been appropriate, if selected for interest and
social/emotional maturity! There are usually other pupils in the
class,..whose reading is almost as advanced as the "best" reader.
They can share a set of paperback titles and they will eagerly
participate in skill lessons when these are needed for the books
they are reading. Reading activities they enjoy are generating
rules for word recognition, drawing' implications from text, and
writing the theme of a story in one sentence.

Don't insist on their doing all the pages in the adopted
texts or completing all the workbook.pages if the skills and
concepts are kitown already.

Do counsel the gifted underachievers by helping them (and
their teacher) find rewarding materials from which they can
learn. Sometimes the child's disinterest is so persistent that
areas of interest will need to iale explored or developed. Recog-

nition for genuinely superior work should be given consistently.

Don't praise for minimal effort. Children know when, they

give little effort and can be silently contemptuous of undeserved
rewards Counseling- is not, "You can do better, you have the

brains!" Teacher counseling ofthe'gifted child may consist of

social reinforcement at aluery intellOent level, similar to the
relationship most children like.to have with their teachers.:

Do use some system for stimulating successively higher
levels of thinking. KELP incorporates associative, conceptAl,

and creative levels of learning. Bloom's taxonomy may be
appropriate if the lower levels of knowledge and comprehension
are applied to curricular content.; The; Guilford and Torrance

distinction between "finding tl*,one right answer" wrsUs
"exploring many possible soluidns" is readily ule_rstood by
gifted children at an early 4ge.?-

Don't phrase questions'eo loosely that children fail to
understand .whether they may,."prainstorm"or whether the te4Cher

has a particular answer in mind.

Do use-direct instiuctionsparingly-for particular skills

that are lacking. The gifted child's ;.;lath and reading may'have

been largely self-directed and i:nformal, leaving important gaps

in his or her. learning. The academically talented child requires
much less associative level instruction,than do most children.

10
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Don't use direct instruction when methods are available
which help learners construct their own understanding. Such
approaches are bore effective-in allowing the child to transfer
knowledge to the real problems of science, mathematics, and
literature.

The most important element in the gifted child's-education
is the cladsroom teacher, whose effectiveness as mentor and
adviser cannot be replaced by administrative re-orpnization.
The teacher who understands; accepts, and strives to teach the
precocious learner can overcome tremendous lacks in community
understanding 71 support.
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